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ABSTRACT 
The Web-based /\ceommodation Finder l·or Students was de\'eloped for students of 
University Malaya to provide a more efficient wny for them to search for 
accommodation outside campus area. Nowada. s. students usually search for 
accommodation from ad crti scments through newspapers, at bus stops, bulletin boards, 
etc or through friends. Many problems arise by searching in this way. Therefore, this 
system helps to eliminate some of these problems by enabling students to search from 
one source - the Internet. 
This system enables users to search for accommodation by location, number of rooms or 
rent price issued. Students may also obtain information on other organizations thnt off1:rs 
accommodation services such as hostels. Other than that , landlords/accommodntion 
occupants can advertise in order to lind occupants 
This system was developed by using the waterfall model mcthodolog '· Rev1c\ on 
current systems has assisted in understanding how thc system should mtcrnct with users 
This is important to achieve the project goal which is to pro ide a reliable, high-quality 
and eflicient system to users. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I. I Project Definition 
Web-based accommodation finder for students is developed to produce a system 
that is systematic, effective and efficient to enable students to find 
accommodation for rent. 'Students' refer to only those who are studying in 
University Malaya. The development of this project is important to facilitate 
students in searching for accommodation which they find convenient easily and 
wi thout much effort. 
There arc three types of accommodation avai lable: 
i ) I louse 
ii ) /\partment 
iii ) Room 
Finding accommodation inside campus area is not avai lable tn this system. 
Therefore, this system is used only to lind accommodation outside or cnmpu. 
area. In a manual procedure, the accommodation finder' ould normally lind 
accornmodatron th rough an agent or deal direct! ' 1th the landlord The 
accommodation finder will also attempt to search for nd cn1semcnt on a\ ailablc 
11cco111111oda1ion nnd then contact the landlord 
111111 Ill I I 11 I I ' I 
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l h:cupant si.:1.'ki.:r 
' 
.figure 1-1 Manual procedure 
T his is <lone when searching for houses or apartment for rent. However, when 
searching for rooms in houses or apartm ents, the person who w ill probably 
distribute the advertisement wi l l be those who have already occupied that 
particular house or apartment and are searching for new housemates/roommates. 
For hostels, a management office situated in the hostel should handle matters 
regarding room renting. 
I . I . I Problem definition 
• /\dvcrti scment in the newspaper is only availnbk for I dn . So, only 
those who arc luckil y enough to read that particular newspaper can sec 
the adverti sc..:ment. 
• /\dvc..:rtisemc..:nts placed at bus stops, lamp posts and etc, is not reliable. It 
could be an old ad nnd the viewer will not be able to know the stntu of 
the..: particular accommodation. 13y the time they contact the ad owner. the 
pince could already be occupied. 
• /\cco111 mod11t ion finders m 1 ght focc problems when using an agency to 
truck down tenants. Pro fi t wi ll only go to the agent bccau. c the co. t \\ill 
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increase when using an agent. Thoretl1re, this wi ll become a burden to the 
tenants when paying the rent. 
• Accommodation finders might hm1e n hard time contacting the person 
that is responsible for the advertisement especially when the person only 
gives his/her phone number. 
• Searching for accommodation is not an easy task especially when 
students are not familiar with a certain area. 
1.2 Pro.icct ob.iective 
• To enable users to view the accommodation site on-line. 
-Accommodation finders will be able to view pictures of the 
accommodation area or its location which may be downloaded by the 
advertisement owner. This will enable accommodation finders to make 
proper selections. 
• Enable students to search for accommodations by locution. number of 
rooms or rent price issued. 
• Enable landlords and those who arc looking for hou cmatcs or 
roommates to adverti se in this web site. 
• Enable students to contact the person in charge of the particular 
accommodution. 
-Detai ls of the nd owner wi ll he displu cd including contact number , 
cmuil addresses 1111d home address (opt1on11 l) 
'"'"'' Ill " I I , / I I Ill , I l I ' 3 
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• A system that wi ll interact wi th users in a user-friendly way. 
-Interfaces which arc easy to undcrstnnd nnd cnnhlc users to find 
information in an easy nnd Cnt\\'cnicnt way. 
• Updated information on accommodations whether it is still avai lable, 
when it will be avai lable or' hether it is currently rented by other 
students. 
• Users wi ll also be able to obtain information about other organizations or 
groups which offers help in finding accommodation such as hostels. 
• A system that can be reached by anyone using the Internet and does not 
need to be downloaded on the computer. 
1.3 Project Scor>c 
• This system is developed for users who consist nl' accommoc.Jntion 
finders and accommodation owners/occupant finder . 
• Access to the advertisement section is only authorized to registered 
University Malaya students. 
• Accommodation owners/occupant finders can fi ll in a form to cnnble 
them to advertise. I lowcvcr, this advertisement will only be U\ ailablc 
for 2 weeks. Alier that period, 11 will be delctcd. 
• System security is established hy the use or passwords for student. w 
book n pince and view ad crt1sements, and for accommodnt1on 
ow11crs/occup1111t finder who ' t ~h to cdtt . delete or add 
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advertisements and to edi t, delete and add personal particulars, they 
should do this by informing the ndministmtor. 
Accommodation finder section comprises the following modules: 
• Register 
• Authentication 
• View adverti sements 
• View accommodation status 
• Search for accommodation 
• I lclp section 
Administrator section comprises the following modules: 
• List of accommodations/advertisements 
• View Registered user profile 
• View advertisement owner details 
• Advertisement control 
• A uthentication 
• I lc lp section 
Ad owner section comprises the following modules: 
• Contnct/accommodation detat b 
• Advertise 
• 1 lclp section 
I I 11111 ,, 5 
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1.4 Target Users 
I. Users who wi ll only ie' accommodation plae>es that are mostly 
occupied hy students nnd other useful information and do not need to 
register. These users ' ill have no access to the advertisement section 
and wi ll not be allowed to search. 
2. Students searching for accommodation and needs to register to in 
order to search. Personal particulars will be kept confidential. These 
users are allowed to view advertisements. 
3. Those who would like lo place an advertisement in the web site. A 
completed form is required although personal particulars wi ll be kept 
confident ial, only part iculars needed will be displayed such as nnmc. 
contact number or email address. This is to enable students to contuct 
the person-in-charge for inquiries or atler they hnve conlim1cd their 
decision. The accommodation detai ls wi ll be used as information to 
be displayed in the advert isement. 
1.5 Project Schedule 
In general , project schedule is outlined to represent the de elopmcnt proce .. of a 
project by showing the start time of each acti it and the ti me csll rnnted for each 
activity to end. The duration for euch activity is estimated and this ' 111 enable the 
de eloper to pcrfonn an 11ct1v1t on a t1mcl has 1 ~ 
II I I 6 
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These arc the descriptions on the activit ies" hich arc outlined in the project 
schedule: 
I. Project Definition is the activity that i ~ performed to review the 
overall project plan to define the reason for de eloping the project. 
2. Problem Analysis is carried out to analyze problems faced in the 
existing system before the development of this system. From this 
activity, requi red infonnation and data sources are gathered. 
3. System Requirements Analysis recognizes the operating system, 
hardware and software needed for the development of the system. 
4. ystcm Design is the act ivity where each design phase is carried out 
accordingly such as designing the user interface, coding and such. 
5. Data conversion is the activity of entering data to convert it to 
valuable information for system output. 
6. System Testing enables testing and evaluation or the s stem for errors 
or problems that might arise before it is implemented. Users nrc nl. o 
involved in th is acti vi ty. 
7. lm1>lcmentation of the system ufter it is developed. At this point. u. er. 
wi ll be able to use the system and system\ ill be supponcd and 
maintained to ensure its effectiveness and cflicicncy 
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r ugust 
Problem Analysis 
System Requirements Analysis 
Viva 
System Design 
Data Conversion 
System Testing 
lmp,ementation 
Oocumentat1on 1----------
Table 1-2 Project schedule for the development of Web based accommodation finder for students' system. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
To develop a system, detailed research and system planning is needed to prevent errors 
and problems to occur when de eloping the system. This is to avoid further problems to 
occur in the later stages of the development. Therefore, to understand the system that 
will be developed, an intensive research was done on the web tools and technology used. 
Research was also done on current systems that perform similar functions as this system. 
2.2 The Internet 
The lnt c.! rnct c.!volved from the /\PR /\N ET, which W<lS <fovclopcd in 1969 h the 
Advanced Research Projects Agency ( /\ PR/\ ) or the U.S Department of Ddcnse It was 
the lirst operational packet-switched network. J\ PRANET began operations in four 
locations: UCLA, University of Santa 13arbarn, the Universit or Utah nnd SRI (S tanford 
Research Institute). 
For a decade since the existence of Internet, it has been widely known to be used for 
emails that allow for remote access or databases, online group conferencing, suppon and 
file sending. In the curly 80's, all research on comm unication networking wa. changed 
to TCP/IP protocol und /\l'R J\NET became the pioneer to the new Internet 1 h 1 ~ 
modi r 111g process ' as completed at the end of 1993, where lnteml.!t \\:t~ horn 
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In 1990, HTML (1 lypertext Mark-up Language) which enable~ graphical in fom1ation in 
the Internet, was introduced !Charles P.Plkcgcr, l(N7 j. F\ ery indi\·idual can create a 
graphic page where it becomes n part or a hypcnext virtunl network which is known as 
WWW (World Wide Web). 
Di fferent services were developed to enable information shared among many sites in the 
Internet because the Internet is research-oriented, where many services are hard to use 
and documentation is bad. Now the Internet is avai lable for commercial purposes and 
individual sites, new services that are easy to use were developed and new interface 
makes it more user- friendly. 
2.3 \Vorld \Vidc W ch (WWW) 
The World Wide Wch (WWW), or the web, is a rerository of information spread nil 
over the world and linked together. The WWW has a un ique combination of flcxibi litv. 
portabi lity and user-friendly features that distinguish it from other services prO\ ided by 
the Internet. 
The WWW project was init iated by CERN (European Laboratory for Pan icle Physics) 
to create n system to handle distributed resources necessary for scient ific rcscnrch. ·n,c 
WWW today is a distributed client-server service, in ' h1eh a client usmg a bro\\ . Cr can 
access 11 service using a server. I lowcvcr, the service provided is d1stnbutcd 0\ er many 
locn t1011s cu lled ' ch sites. 
10 
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2.4 Client-server computing 
Client/server descrihes the relationship between two computer programs in which one 
program, the client, makes a service requ1.:st from another prOb'Tam, the server, which 
fulfi l ls the request. Although the client/server idea can be used by programs w ithin a 
single computer, it is a more important idea in a network. In a network, the client/server 
model provides a convenient way to interconnect programs that are distributed 
ef1icicntly across different locations. Computer transactions using the client/server 
model arc very common. For example, to check your bank account from your computer, 
a client program in your computer forwards your request to a server program at the 
bank. That program may in turn forward the request to its own client program that sends 
a request to a database server at another bank computer to retrieve your account bnlancc. 
The balance is returned back to the bank data client, which in turn serves it bnck to the 
cl ient in your personal computer, which displays the information for you. 
The client/server model has become one of the central ideas of network computing 
Most business applications being written today use the client/server model. So docs the 
Internet's main program, TCP/ IP. In market ing, the tem1 has been used to distinguish 
distributed computing by smaller dispersed computers from the "monoli thic" centralized 
computing of mainframe computers. But th is distinction has large!_ disappeared as 
mainframes and their applications have also turned to the c lient/server model nnd 
become part of network comput ing. 
In the usunl client/server model, one server, ~omctime~ en I led n daemon, 1s net I\ nted nnd 
awuits client requests. Typically, multiple client program. share the . crviccs of a 
11 
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common server program. f3oth client programs nnd ~crvcr proe.rnms arc otlcn part of a 
"'I 
larger program or appl ication. Relative to the lntem c:t. y lur Weh browser is a cl ient 
program that requests services (the sending of Web pngcs or files) from a Web server 
(which technica lly is called a I lypertcxt T rnnsporl Protoco l or HTTP server) in another 
computer somewhere on the Internet. Similarly, your computer with TCP/IP installed 
al lows you to make client requests for files from File Transfer Protocol (FTP) servers in 
other computers on the Internet. 
Client Server 
D 
lntl!rnct 
figure 2-1 ( '/1en1-server model 
Other program relationship models included muster slovt.', wi th one program being in 
Charge Of all Other programs. and peer-to-peer, \Vi th either Of tWO program ahlc tO 
init iate a transaction. 
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2.5 Web Server 
2.5. 1 Microsoft Internet lntC.mnation Sl!r\'~q l l S) 
Microsoft I IS is the core Windows Me services that provides Internet services. It 
is also the underpinning that provides infom1ation-publishing capabilities in the 
Internet. I IS comes bundled (free) with Microsoft Windows Me operating 
system. llS serves equally well as an Internet web server or a public web server 
program. llS uses Windows Me's User Manager to maintain users and groups, 
saving the trouble of maintaining multiple sets of network and web site users. 
llS includes an integrated search engine that allows users to create custom search 
form s with a variety of tools, including ASP, Active X Data Objects and SQL 
database queries. The llS web server software also includes Microsoft Front 
Page HTML development tool. ll S supports Fi le Transfer Protocol (FTP). 
allowing users to download files and data from the llS server site ' ith the FTP 
protocol. 
llS also provides additional levels of security and a built-in certificate server that 
allows organizations to issue and manage digital certificates verifying idcntitic . . 
Access control can limit use by groups or individuals and can be applied to 
directories nnd lites. Part of documents can be hidden from users ' ho do not 
have clearance to access them. 
13 
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2.6 Web Application Programming Technology 
2.6.1 Act ive Server Pages (/\SP) 
/\SP is web server technology form Microsoft that allows for the creation of 
dynamic, interactive sessions with the user. An Asp is a web page that contains 
I ITML and embedded programming code written in VBScript or Jscript. It was 
introduced with version 3.0 of Microsoft Internet Information Server (IJS). When 
I IS encounters an ASP page requested by the browser, it executes the embedded 
program. /\SP' s are Microsoft alternative to CG I scripts and Java Server Pages, 
which allows web pages to interact with databases and other programs. Third 
party products add /\SP capability to non-Microsoft web servers. The /\SP 
technology is an ISAPI program and /\SP documents use an ./\SP extension. 
ASP is based on the Active X scripting engine and enable developers to include 
server side executable script directly into a I ITM L document. Developers can 
create ASP using any of the popular scripting languages, including VBScript, 
JavaScript, Perl and so on. 
2.6.2 Microsoft l'ront Page 2000 
Users can simply create a web page using Microsoft rront Page 2000. Users can 
set preferences on how they want the code to appear-nested or llat text. 
uppcrcuse or lowcrcnsc on tugs nnd parameters In the past, users could only 
count on support for the latest versions or Internet Explorer, but nO\\ thev can 
14 
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design for Netscape-specific features and maintain pnges compatible with older 
browsers. 
Among Front Page's strongest points nrc it' s collaborative capabilities pages on a 
fil e or weh server can be checked in or out. leaving notes about who has done 
what work to individual pages, and what remains to be done. Users can easily 
incorporate several features nonnally requiring CG I-bin access or Perl 
programming, such as discussion groups, web contents or search forms. To use 
these features, the server that hosts user's web site must provide support for 
FrontPage extensions, which is becoming increasingly common among 
commercial hosts. 
2.6.3 Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
Macromcdia MX is an integrated famil y of tool , server, and client technologies 
for building Rich Internet Applications that can be delivered across mnjor 
platfonns and devices. Macromedia MX enables the creation of a new generation 
of Internet solutions that extend existing infrastructure und standards to offer a 
significantly more effective user experience at a lower cost. 
Products in the Mucromt:dia Dreamwcaver MX family offer designers and 
application developers' powerful new functionality to create effective user 
experiences across the spectrum of Internet solut ions- from plain HTML 
websi tes to full Internet applications. Together, the Macromedia MX product~ 
provide the tirst completc liunily of tool, server, and client technologies for 
building u new generation of Internet solut ions: Rich Internet Applications. 
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2.6.4 Microsoft lnterDev 6.0 
Visual lntcrDcv (VI) is a project mnnngcment sotlwnre for high end web 
development. Visual lnterDcv comes ns part of Microsotl' s suite of professional 
programmi ng tools known as Visual studio. It integrates many of the existing 
tools for designing web application and provides 2 ways for developers to edit 
I ITML. One way is through a special version of Microsoft Front Page for 
WYSIWYG editing and the second is by providing a nice color code text editor. 
Microsoft knows that no mat1er how efficient Front Page editor was, 
programmers would still insist on being able to set the HTML codes directly. So 
they took pains to include a text base source editor that allows users to click on 
the tabs easily and switch between WYSIWYG and text views. 
Visual lntcrDcv 6.0 is the tool that Microsoft is promoting us their fo orite /\ P 
edit ing tool. The text-based editor is a rea lly useful fea ture of Visual lnterDc 
6.0. This is because it is color-coded and helps format programming block. b 
automatically indent ing text to the level of the line above it. 8cst of all , all the 
text editor includes context-sensitive help for I ITML text and script commands. 
This useful feature will help tremendously especially in debugging of codes. 
Visual lnterDev is for programmers, hut it is designed so that graphical 
designers. writers, editors and programmers should all be able to work together 
using their own tools on the same project. Visual lntcrDc is a major piece of 
sollwnre. both in the number of th ings it docs und the amount of external things 
it trie:-; to pull together. The result is a powerful but undoubtl one of the most 
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complex and difficult editors to master. 8ut h:wing snid that, it is undoubtly the 
most powerful edi tors as it offers many tools nnd fontures to the developer. 
2. 7 Web Application Development Language 
II 
2.7.1 I lypcrtcxt Markup Language (HTML) 
The I ITMI. is the language used to define the content of web pages. In its basic 
structure, I ITML is quite simple, consisting of tags that precede or bracket 
various types of information [WI LL98]. It is a non-proprietary format based 
upon Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and can be created and 
processed by a wide range of tools, which are simple plain text editors to 
sophist icated WYSIWYG (what you sec is what you get) authoring tools. I ITML 
files arc different form other text files because they include n special code called 
I ITML tags. The I ITML tags arc surrounded by two angle bracket characters (' 
and ""). 
I ITM L allows physical styles from the content markup by relying more on style 
sheets. 17RJ\ME clement is now formally defined some\ here other than Netscape 
or Microsoft 0 8.IECT clement is introduced to address the computing interest 
between applets, plug-ins and Active X controls. The fo llowing arc the 
advancements ofl ITM L: 
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• HTM L markup is separated from style through the introduction of style 
sheets. 
• Added fl exibility with forms and tables. 
• f.ormal adopt ion of tags that arc crucial to DHTML. 
• Incorporation of scripting language capabilities. 
• Abi lity to respond to or ignore specific media types. 
• Improved sensitivity to different language types. 
• Greater accessibility for those who use audio or Braille interfaces to 
access web data 
• End users may choose between styles for viewing a document or tum off 
style sheets altogether. 
2.7.2 Script ing language 
A scripting language is a special type of programming langunge used to provide 
control in another host environment. It is interpreted rather than compiled. 
Therefore, a program built with a scri pting language's interpreter nnd cannot be 
run as a stand-alone application. 
2.7.2.1 VOScript 
VB Script ing Edition (VBScri pt) was introduced by Microsoft to allm web page 
developers to make use of their existing Vl1 ski lls. When creating cl ient side 
script , Vl3Script inherits its syntax and structure from VO programming 
l11 11g1111gc. VBScript is 1111 ultcrnutivc to .JavaScript in the client side scripting 
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language. However, only Microsoft Internet Exglorer supports this language. 
Netscape Navigator user' s need a Netscape plug-in called Script Active. Jt can be 
used to validate from data, displaying status bar messages, Active X controls and 
working with cookies. 
Vl3Script is closely related to the BASIC programming. It is a scripting language 
that is easier to use. It can act as a client side and server side programming just 
like JavaScript. VBScript can be used as the server side programming which 
means the language is executed on the server that serves a web site's files rather 
than on the browser that receives those files. The scripts are processed before the 
pages arc sent out across the Jnternet to the browser. 
2.7.2.2 JavaScript 
JavaScript is a cross-platform scripting language which is simple, interpreted and 
object-oriented. It is used to add simple interactive behaviors to a I ITML page b 
means of a script of keywords inserted into a web page. It originated from Li e 
Script that was developed by Netscape to provide a way to interface wi th Jn a. 
The developer or Java helped Netscape to rework Live Script and produce 
JavaScript. JavaScript is full featured and allows for the creation of dynamic 
pages; interactive content. form s input checking and much more . 
.lavnScript 's syntux is bused on Java's syntax, but otherwise remain a a 
different language with a different ro le. JavuScript excels in its abi lity to add 
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client-side processing of forms, create I ITML content on the tly and tightly 
integrate I ITML with Java. JavnScript requires <.,mly text editor for the creation of 
appl ications and because Netscape's Navigator hns a bui lt in JavaScript 
in terpreter, JavaScript appl ications may he run immediately after they have been 
typed in simply by loading them into the browser window. 
2.8 Web Hrowscr 
A web browser is a soflware program that knows how to contact a web server (using 
I lypcrtcxt Transfer Protocol (HTTP)), requesting a document from that web server and 
displaying that document returned by the server to the client. There arc many diflerent 
types of browsers: the most popular ones are Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet 
Explorer. The appearance of the document varies from browser to hrowscr depending on 
the capabi lity of each browser, system and preference. 
2. 8. I Mierosofl Internet Explorer 
Microsoft web browser, also known as " IE". Versions for Windows Mc, Mac 
and UNIX arc avai lable. IE was developed aflcr Net~capc began to turn the 
computer world upside down with its Navigator browser and both companie, 
went head to head on enhancements and ICatures. Although Netscape ·s brow er 
was a purchased product, Miaosoli made IE free, forcmg Net cape to do the 
same. Since Microsoll integrated the browser into Window 98, IE has become 
the market 11.:uder. II ~ hns also hcen the browser 111 AOL's onltne oft ware. 
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2.8.2 Netscape Navigator 
Netscape Navigator is a web browser for Windows. Macintosh and X Windows 
from Netscape that provides secure transmission O\'Cr the Internet. Soon after its 
int roduction in 1994, Navigator, or just .. Netscape", as it is commonly called, 
quickly became the leading web brm ser on the web. Initially a purchased 
product, Netscape was forced to give it away after Microsoft developed Internet 
Explorer and offered it free of charge. The Navigator web browser is part of 
Netscape's communicator package which includes a variety of additional internet 
utilities. 
2.9 Database ma nngement system 
2.9.1 Microsoft Access 2000 
Since its first introduction in 1992, Microsoft® Access has become n leader in 
the desktop database category among a wide variety of users. Today, the 
populari ty of Access has soared to include not only experienced database u ers, 
but also fi rst-time database users. Wi th Access 2000, ne\ er users' ill appreciate 
the strong integrat ion with Office applications and the familiar look that makes it 
easy to get up and running quickly. Access power users and de clopcrs wi ll find 
new und exciting wnys to take advnntngc of Access' popularity among end u ers 
by incn.:nsing the scalabi lity of Access 2000 wi th stronger integrat ion to 
enterprise level dutuhnses. Whether users urc crcnting n dutabnsc to manage 
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II 
contacts and customers or creating a tracking s~istcm for inventory. Access 
provides an easy way for nil levels or de~ktqp users to tind. manage and share 
data. 
2.9.2 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL server is the database management system that is developed by 
Microsoft Corporation. It is a client/server relationship system (RDBMS). By 
using Microsoft SQL server, modem applications can be developed by separating 
the client application and the database services. SQL server transact - SQL 
supports the ANSI SQL- 92 standard and provides extension to the SQL 
language (Jeff Madden, 1999). 
Microsoft SQL server supports a set of features that results in the following 
benefit s: 
• Ease of installation/deployment and use 
• Microsoft SQL server includes a set or administrative nnd development 
tools that improve the ability to install , manage and use the Microsoft 
SQL server across several sites. 
• Scalabi lity 
• The same database engine can be used across platforms ranging from 
laptop computers to large, multiprocessor servers 
• Data warehousing 
• Microsotl SQL server includes tools for extract ing and annly1ing 
summary dntu for online analytical processing (OLAD) M1crosoll SQL 
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server also includes tools for visually de~igning databases and analyzing 
data with other server sotlwarcs. 
• System integrations wi th other sen-er sotlware 
• SQL server integrates ' ith e-mail, the Internet and windows. 
SQL server 7.0 Enterprise edition builds on the established strengths and broad 
functionality of SQL server, extending its already extensive scalability, 
interoperability, availability and manageabi lity. Enterprise Edition provides the 
means for building and displaying large-scale distributed applications, making it 
the best platform for the largest and most mission-crucial support and can expand 
to use to 3G B of memory. 
The Microsoft SQL server is so popular that the International Database 
Corporat ion (IDC) estimates that SQL server has captured 44% of all dntnbnsc 
shipments, compared to 28% fro the second-place oracle. IDC's latest fi gure nlso 
shows SQL server License sales growing at more than I 00% nnnunll . 
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2.10 Review on current systems 
2.10. 1 http://www. travclaccommndaLinnu~.com 
This system enables users who arc traveling throughout UK to search for 
accommodation such as hotels, guest houses and 13&13's (lk d nnd 13n.:ak fast 
houses) while traveling. Information about accommodation is displayed 
according to the name of the town the user wishes to sta . This system nlso 
enabl<.:s users to book hotels on-l ine for hotels which have on-l ine booking 
facilities. This enables users to get a reply straight awa_ (real-t1111e) and 10 kno\\ 
whether they arc on l ine or whether the hotels ha c rooms a ai lablc rooms or 
not 
/\dvantagcs 
• I :nahles users to hook hotels on-l ine for hotels which ha eon-line booking 
litt:i Ii t 1cs. 
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• Enables users to get a reply straight away (real-time) and to know whether they 
arc on line or whether the hotels have :l\lailnhlc rooms or not. 
• Provides services for users who would like to advertise. 
Disadvantage 
• This system is only useful for users who plan to stay at a particular place for a 
short whi le during traveling and not for those who would like to stay over a long 
period. 
This system also provides services for users who would like to advertise. This 
system would be useful for accommodation-seekers who are travel ing throughout 
the UK. All they have to do is click on the area in the map shown in the main 
page and then click on the name of the town in that particular area they intend to 
stay and information on all accommodations avai lable in that particular town will 
be displayed. This system also provides other services such as cnr rental , car hire 
and information on rails, coaches, currency converter, weather, time zones nnd 
airport parking. 
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2. I 0.2http://www.accommodntion.soton.ac.ui... 
l't\e Att.°""""o d• b on Off~. p art of th• D•P•r'\m•nt of butin e u •N•C• •~ 
Pn>Y•d• • • comple te h au1fn9 s t:rv•e• t·o the Un•v• rtrty community. 
Wt e dm1n..n1r not ontt t;t,e S ,000 bed spe ces m the Untv t rJ •lY h alls, but 
at• o e dv1r1;111 1n • •O-U ot 6,000 be d s p&e.1 1 m the Pn veie P erit11d i•ctor 
The University of Southampton offers accommodation serv ices for the 
University Community. A mong those who can use this system arc 
undergraduates, postgraduates, couples & families and v isitors. 
Accommodation 's that arc available consist of rooms in the University I lalls and 
in the private rented sector. 
Advantages 
• Users can view residence fees, hall location maps and latest ne\ on a a1lablc 
accommodution. 
• Information on letting agencies, housing guides and housing search can also be 
found in thi s website. 
• Information on how to apply for an accommodation 1s nlso a ni lablc 
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Disadvantages 
• User's sti ll have to proceed manually in ol ta ining the accommodation place as 
onli ne reserva tion is not available. 
• Accommodation is only for in-campus nrcn. 
Users just have to cl ick on the category they belong to; undergraduates, 
postgraduates, couples, fam ilies, visitors or click on the private renting and they 
wi ll be presented with a drop-down list with more information such as maps, 
fees, accommodation and much more. 
2. 10.3 http://www.accommodationfinder.com.au/ 
rlndl!Y,I lh"' r IOhl ,,crnmmr.,dollon lru y<:>'J I» • "'Y wlll 1 11,.,11"""1 
/\u.•Jrr 111 1vd 1llv11 I Ir ,t.J1 ·• 
S c1o> r<.l •lr1 u l\1,.<.111 11 rr 101.l a t io n l i r 11.lc r-.1..ur 11 •• 1u 
ihuru wu "'"'"""I 11111lhv.J1> lllul yuu • J fl "•" l•.1 l l11d q v 1l l l y 
occommodotlon 
I K e ywor d Scnrc h r::.nt r o word •Jr phr l 'J<• Int o tl11• ·1 1•yw..:1r\Js' t1ox c> I 
tt 1•• t n r:- o l ,..,,.J .. ,t poo~• th,1'n rll1 ~ , ,,, th•• '' .,,.,r. h f .J• •w l'L.,.utlon p,, ,,It• 
Clln lm n1rrow11d down lu tlhm hy r lld lno on 1nd1vld•Jl'll towns or 
ti!'·' •h' n h •1 "" I f l'" ·••nr< h , •• ,.,, 1lt •1 
) l\1,.1..u 11111 11Hlu 1lu 11 I yµ • Sc. u 1..'1 C 111 ~ "" lhw 'A'-' " " "'IU\J.:Jli011 Tv~·~·· 
box 'll till• l ()IJ of mo·.t P 100 "to• 1 wi ll b• pr. .<'ntt"(l wllh 'dr('lp• 
dnwn l l"A l ., , nptlC.•n#) -; .... - ~c t lh·~ nr- t h~• · th,, t lllt yo ur h 1u1r--·n,. ntti 
jlltJ <11~1 "" tltu '<.""''-''Mu.vi' hullv11 ,.,,. ,ult. 1 .i11 liu r 111uw"IJ 1Jo w11 
This system displays information on accommodations available in Austrn lia. In 
this system users cun use four types or methods to search for accommodat ion 
Afk r running 11 scnrch, users will he presented' 1th a list of result. that match 
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their search parameters. To view an establ ishment in detai l, simply click on the 
establishment's name in the search result list. 
Advantages 
• In th is system users can use four types of methods to search for accommodation: 
Keyword search, Accommodation Type search, Town or suburb and combination 
of any of these methods. 
• By clicking on icons which will be displayed alongside some 
establishments in the search result, users can make an online booking, visit the 
establishment's external web site, send e-mail to the establishment or read a 
review. 
• The online booking system enables users to complete a simple, web-based form 
that , when submitted, is sent to the establishment in question. 
• lnfocart is one of the many special features that allow users to submit requests 
for detai led information to multiple establishments with just a few clicks and 
fi lling out a form. 
• Another fea ture in this system is the referral system that allows users to refer an 
establishment to their friends. 
Disadvantage 
• Finding rooms to occupy is not ava ilable in th is system. 
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2.11 Summary 
This chapter on literature review has outlined some of the possible tools that can be used 
in developing the Web-based Accommodation Finder For Students system. The Internet 
is where users will be able to view the web site, Microsotl Internet Information Services 
(I IS) provides services to enable the system to run when using Active Server Pages 
(ASP) in program design, Microsoft Front Page, Macromedia Dreamweaver and 
Microson Visua l lnterDev is the sofhvare that enables development of web pages, 
Scripting languages such as YBScript and JavaScript are pro&>Tamming languages used 
to provide cont rol in another host environment and Microsoft Internet Explorer and 
Netscape Navigator are web browsers in the Internet. 
Study on current systems about accommodation finding that has already exist in the 
Internet was also carried out. Some of these systems have similar features such ns on-
line booking facilities and advertising services. Some systems have special features such 
as location maps displayed, viewing detailed information on an establishment and 
updated accommodation information. This study will be useful to develop a system that 
has good features to facilitate users in search of accommodation places. A system thnt is 
efficient and reliable would be the requirements of a user. Therefore, study on current 
systems would prove to be very useful for a system developer. 
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METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introd uction 
This chapter will describe the methodology used for the system development process. 
Three software development processes that will be considered are the modified version 
of the waterfall model, waterfall model with prototype and throwaway prototype model. 
Every system development process model includes system requirements as input and a 
delivered product as output. 
These are some of the reasons for modeling a process: 
• To form a common understanding of the activities, resources and 
constraints involved in a system development. 
• I lelps to find inconsistencies, redundancies and omissions in the process 
and its constituent parts. As these problems arc noted and corrected, the proce. s 
becomes more effoctivc and focused on building the final product. 
• The model reflects the goals of development , such as building high-
quality system, finding faults early in development and meeting required budget 
and schedule constraints. 
• Every process should be tailored for the special situation in which it will 
be used. Building a process model helps to understand where that tailoring is to 
occur. 
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3.2 Waterfall model 
The waterfall model was one of the first models to be proposed, where the stages are 
depicted as cascading from one to another [Royce, 1970]. A modified version of the 
model has been introduced [P.Selappan, 2000]. One development stage should be 
completed before the next begins. Thus, when all of the requirements are elicited from 
the user, analyzed for completeness and consistency, then the development can go on to 
the next activity. 
In the modified version, this model recognizes the importance of backtracking 
(feedback) and iteration in the software process. From each stage, the system developer 
can go back to the previous stages should there be any errors. It is obvious that errors 
detected late arc the most expensive to correct. Therefore, each stage should be properly 
verified and validated (against user requirements) to avoid expensive iterations. 
Advantages: 
• Milestones are easy to identify. 
• Presents a very high-level view of what goes on during development and 
it suggests to developers the sequence of events they should expect to encounter. 
• It is easy to separate one stage from another. 
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Disadvantages: 
• It implies that any stage should be fro1cn before continuing with the later 
stages. 
• It assumes that user requirements can be precisely specified. 
Unfortunately, users rarely know precisely what they want, and software 
engineers rarely understand the business context of their customers. 
• It is still unrealistic. In many projects, strict sequencing of ph~ses is not 
actually obeyed. 
3.3 Waterfa ll model with prototype 
This system development process is simi lar to the typical waterfall model except it 
includes activities and subprocesses that enhance understand ing or the model. 
Prototyping is such a subprocess; a prototype is a part ia lly developed product that 
enables users and developers to examine some aspect of the proposed system and decide 
i r it is sui table or appropriate for the fini shed product. 
Oflen, the user interface is built and tested as a prototype, so the users understand what 
the new system wi ll be like, and designers get a better sense of how the users like to 
interact with the system. Three other processes occur in the model li fe cycle; alidation 
ensures that each system function can be traced back to a particular requirement in the 
spccilicntion; system testing also verifies the requirements; veri fication ensures that each 
function works correctly. 
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Advantages: 
• Design prototyping helps developers nssess altcmntive design strategies 
and decide which is best for a particular project. 
• Major problems in the requirements are addressed and fixed well before 
the requirements are officially validated during system testing. 
• Validation makes sure that the developer is building the right product 
according to the specification. 
• Verification checks the qual ity of the implementation. 
Disadvantages 
• Similar to the waterfa ll model. it also implies that any stage should be 
frozen before continuing to the later stages. 
• /\fter completing one stage, backtracking cannot be done if errors occur 
when testing the system; therefore. the process has to be rcrcntcd from the early 
stage. 
• Like the waterfall model, strict sequencing is rnrely obeyed. 
3.4 Prototyr>in~ model 
The prototyping model allows all or part of a system to be constructed quickly to 
understand or clarify issues. Requirements or design require repeated investigation to 
ensure thnt the developer und user have a common understanding both of' hat is needed 
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and what is proposed. One or more of the loops for prototyping requirements, design or 
the system may be eliminated, depending on the goals of the prototyping. 
Prototyping begins with requirements gathering. The system developer and user meet 
and de fi ne the overall objectives for the system, identify whatever requirements are 
known and outline areas where further definition id mandatory. A quick design then 
occurs. The quick design focuses on representation of those aspects of the system that 
will be visible to the user. 
Advantages: 
• This model can reduce failure ri sk and uncertainty in a system 
development. 
• I lclps developers to understand the problem defin ition before designing 
the system. 
• The developers and users will have a common understanding of the 
system built. 
Disadvantages: 
• Developers wi ll be too cager to fi nish the system without concern for the 
actual quality the system. 
• Unsuitable operating system or programs may be used to produce fast 
outputs. 
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3.5 Proposed methodology 
After considering all the three models ment ioned- Waterfa ll model Waterfall model 
with prototype and Prototyping model, the proposed model is the waterfall model. 
f.igurc 3-1 shows the waterfa ll model with the activities. 
Requirements 
analysis and 
speci fication 
·--·-· ....... ····••··-·-··· . ..................... _ .................................................................... ~ 
Design ···-···-··--------··-··---··-··--·····-············-········-······ ······· ··! 
Implementation 
Development 
Rctin!mcnt 
....... ·"" Maintenance 
.figure 3-1 Wa1e1jall model 
In the modified version of the waterfall model with prototype, the basic method is sti ll 
used: completing one singe before moving on to the other. I lowcvcr, in this model, 
system developers can go hnck to the previous stagcs should there be any errors. These 
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errors could arise in the implementation stage which would point to either programming 
error or design errors. They could also arise in the specification stage where the 
developer could possibly misunderstood user requirements. In whatever stage that an 
error is detected, this model enables the developer to return back to the previous stages 
to examine the cause of the error. 
In this system, prototyping may become confusing as user requirements may change 
from time to time. Repeating the activities in the prototyping model may become 
tiresome and costly. After the prototype is built, there is a possibility that it could just be 
thrown away before developing the actual system. This is because during development 
of the prototype, poor quality tools may be used in order for the system to be built in a 
short period or the operating system and programs are not suitable. Therefore. the 
prototype may just go to waste. 
The waterfall model with prototype docs not enable the developer to backtrack if errors 
occur in the later stages. This could be a problem to the developer because the whole 
process has to be repeated again should any errors occur. Since the activities in a 
waterfall model is done sequently, this should prepare the developer to expect what the 
next activity should be carried out and plan earlier on what should the next activity 
require 
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3.6 Summary 
Each proposed model of the system development process includes activities aimed at 
capturing requirements; understanding what the users expect the system to do. Among 
the three methodologies mentioned, the \vaterfa ll model was chosen as the proposed 
methodology because of its advantages compared to the waterfall model with prototype 
and the prototyping model. The waterfall model seems to be the most popula~ model 
used compared to other system development models. This may be because it is proven 
that one stage can be separated from the other. This is important for system developers 
to clearly understand every activity carried out in the system development and every 
act ivity may be completed in an orderly fashion. 
" 
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SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4. 1 Introd uction 
System analysis is performed to recognize the techniques and methods used for 
collecting data that is required for developing the system. From these techniques and 
methods that have been carried out, the functional and non-functional requirements for 
the system wil l be obtained. In the analysis of this system, four types of analyzing 
techniques were used to obtain information on system requirements: 
a) Questionnai res 
b) Interviews 
c) Surfing the Internet 
d) Review on current system 
These techniques are important to determine what the user would require the 
system to do. These requirements wi ll form the basis or the functions in the 
sysh.:m. 
4.2 Data collection techniques 
4.2. I Questionnaires 
Questionnaires arc one of the most useful way in obtaining information on what 
the users will require the system to do and analyzing the many factors that may 
am.:ct the user requirements for the system. 50 questionnai res were distributed to 
students of Universi ty Mnlaya. 
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The information that has been obtained is l i ~ ted below. 
• Students who find the Internet as a uscrul source to search for accommodation. 
• Important features that are taken into account when searching for 
accommodation. 
• Rent price preferred for house. 
• Rent price preferred for room 
• M eans of transportation preferable to/ from campus. 
• Students who prefer liv ing in areas with large population or not. 
• Students who prefer liv ing inside or outside campus. 
4.2.2 Interviews 
Interviews are a useful way to elicit requirements from users. r ive interviews 
were conducted; 4 students who arc seeking for accommodation or occupants 
and a landlord who is searching for occupants. 
4.2.2. 1 Interv iews with students 
Interv iews were conducted in an informal way. /\mong the questions asked were: 
• I low do they usually search from accommodation? 
• Would they be interested to search for accommodation through the Internet? 
• Would they pre fer to advertise in a practical way- distributing advertisements by-
hand or through the Internet? 
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4.2.2.2 Interv iews with landlords 
Interviews were conducted in an informal way with n landlord who usually rent 
out accommodation to students. A mong the questions asked were: 
• I low docs he usually find occupants? 
• Docs he prefer renting out to students or non-students? 
• I las he ever tri ed to adverti se through the Internet? 
• Would they be willing to pay to advertise in the Internet? 
4.2.3 Surfing the Internet 
The Internet has been widely proven as a useful facility to search for information 
through the help of search engines. During the development of the Web-based 
Accommodation Finder for students system the Internet has been used to find 
other information that may prove useful in bui lding the system. 
These arc some of the information obtained from the Internet: 
• Other systems that provides search functi ons 
• Accommodat ion places throughout the world 
• Techniques and methods to find information on accommodation 
• Techniques used to find for accommodation 
• Types or accommodation hotels, Bed & Breakfast houses, rooms, 
house, apartments. 
These in formation's arc important to gain more informat ion about 
accomrnodotion nnd how other accommodation finding system functions. 
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4.2.4 Review on current systems 
Review of current systems has already been discussed prc\'iously in Chapter 2: 
Literature Review where three currents systems that perfonn similar functions as 
the Web-based /\ccommodation finder for students system was reviewed. 
Review on current systems explained the nature of the system that has been 
mentioned and the advantages and the disadvantages of each system from the 
developer's point of view. 
The information obtained from this review are important to understand how the 
system should interact with users and problems associated with the current 
systems. 
4.3 System l~cc1ui rcmcnts 
System requirements arc divided into 2 parts~ Functional requirements and Non-
functional requirements. The functional requirements explain whnt the system will do, 
and the non-functional requirements constra in the behavior in terms of safety, reliabili ty. 
budget, schedule and more l Pfleeger, 200 I]. 
It 
4.3.1 Functional requirements 
Accommodation tinder: 
• Registrat ion 
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- Students who would like to search for accommodntion b. viewing 
advertisements or search through location, m11nbcr of rooms or rent price will 
have to fill in a registrat ion fonn and submitting it wi,th their password. 
• Authentication 
- Registered students have to login before they can search for accommodation 
and logout after searching. Students may also change their password for 
security. 
• Search 
- This section has two parts- search for rooms or search for house/apartment. 
Registered users may search through location, number of rooms or rent price 
issued. Users wi ll be shown the list of accommodations that match their 
search criteria. 
• Accommodation Status 
- Through advertisements, registered users can view the nccommodntion 
status to know whether it is currently occupied, if it is how many are 
occupying and when wi ll it be available for renting. 
• View advertisements 
- Registered users searching for accommodation can view details of the 
accommodation and contact detai ls of the landlord/accommodation occupant 
through advertisements. 
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• Help section 
- Users may submit questions to the system administrator or view the most 
frequently questions with the answers. They may also report any problems 
that occur. 
Ad Owner: 
• Contact/accommodation details 
- Ad owners may submit their contact/accommodation details and edit or 
delete the details. 
• Advertise 
- Ad owner may preview the advertisement generated from the submitted 
details. They also have an option whether to insert picturc(s) of the 
accommodation. They may also cancel the advertisement and request to 
delete the advertisement. 
• l lelp section 
- In this section, ad owners may contact the system administrator to request 
or report any problems. 
Administrator: 
• Authentication 
- Only the administrator is authorized to access this system. He/she may 
change passwords whenever they wish to. They may also view users' 
nut hcnt icnt ion. 
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• List of accommodation/advertisements 
- Administrator can add, delete or update list qf accommodations/ 
advertisements. 
• View Registered users profile 
- This may enable the administrator to verify the details of users and to 
inform them should any changes occur such as expired registration after 6 
months or update of system functions. They may delete users from the 
system after the expired registration. 
• View advertisement owner details 
- This is to enable the administrator to verify the information submitted and 
inform them when the details submitted would expire. These details can be 
edited or deleted by the administrator when requested by the submitter. 
• /\dvertiscmcnt control 
- /\dministrator can check for errors in the advertisement and thnt it is 
reliable and data redundancy does not occur. They may nlso delete 
advertisements after it has expired (in two weeks). 
• I lelp section 
- This section assists the administrator in using an application or when errors 
occur through system documentation. 
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4.3.2 Nonfunctional requirements 
(a) Usabil ity 
- The system wi ll provide high level o f usabi l ity to users through its 
communicativeness and operability such as easy-to-understand user interface, 
user menu and prompt responses. 
(b) Learnability 
- Users will be proficient in using the system and it should be easy for visitors to 
understand the site so that optimum utilization of the site can be achieved. 
( c) Correctness 
- The system should provide consistent and complete infonnation to the user at 
all times. 
(d) Speed 
- T ransactions should be successfull y completed within 30 seconds or produce a 
response with in that period of time. /\proper balance in the load between the 
server and the client should be done to avoid unnecessary interaction which wlll 
increase response time. 
(e) Interoperability 
- This system should be able to interact successfully with other available 
systems. It should be able to work hand-in-hand and complement existing 
systems on common tools, technologies and web languages. Interoperabili ty 
problems arc aimed to be kept at i ts minimum. 
( I) Reliability 
- The system should set out an acceptable failure rate which means that the 
systl!lll should he rl!covcrable wi thin 24-hour time span. 
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(g) Efficiency 
- The system' s function should be able to execute ctlicient ly in a timely manner 
and store data effi ciently. 
(h) Robustness 
-Robustness refers to the abil ity of the system to continue operating despite 
facing unexpected problems. This system should be able to precede unanticipated 
errors by having validation for the input field on the client side before it is sent to 
the server. Similarly, validation must also be performed on the server side so that 
systematic errors do not occur. 
4.4 System dcvclor1mcnt tools 
4.4.1 Soflware requirements 
Operating System: Microsoft Windows Mc 
• Web Technology: Active Server Pages 3.0 
• Web server: Internet Information Server 4 
• Web application language: l lypertext Markup Language (l ITML) 
• Database management system: Microsoft SQL server 7.0 
• Web development tools: Microsoft rront page 2000 
• Server side Scripting: Vl3Script 
• Client side Scripting: JavaScript 
• PrclCrrcd Web browser: Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.5 
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4.4.2 Hardware requirements 
Compile Processor: 866 Ml lz 
• I lard disk space: 19.0 GB 
• Drive: CD-ROM drive 
• Memory: 64 MB RAM 
• Display: VGA, Super VGA or higher. 
• Peripherals: Mouse, keyboard or compatible pointing devices. 
4.5 Runtime Requirement 
4.5.1 Server I lardware Requirements: 
• /\ server with Pentium at least 166 MHz Processor 
• /\ t least 32 MB RAM 
• Network Interface card and hardware connection with recommended bandwidth 
at I 0 Mbps or more. 
• Other standard computer peripherals 
4.5.2 Server soflware requirements: 
• Networking Operating system - Windows 98 or higher 
• Web server service Microsoft Internet Information Server 
• Server script Engine Active Server Pages( ASP) 
• Datahusc connectivity Interface driver Active Data Objects (/\00) 
• Precondition for /\SP installation Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.0 
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• Database - Microsoft SQL server 7.0 
4.5.3 Client Hardware requirements 
• 16 MB RAM (minimum) 
• Network connection through existing network configuration or modem 
(recommended at least 14.4 kbps). 
4.5.4 Client server requirements 
-depends on the browser used by the users - requires a system that can run Microsoft 
Internet 4.0 and above or Netscape Communicator (supports Java Applets and 
frames). 
4.6 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the various techniques used to gather required data to 
produce the functional and non-functional requirements of the system. The techniques 
used to elicit user requirements were distribution of questionnaires, interviews, Internet 
surfing and review on current systems. The requirements obtained\ ill fo rm the features 
of the system or describe functions the system is capable of doing in order to fulfill the 
system. 
The functional requirements will form the basic functions of the system for the users to 
internet with while the non-functional requirements wi ll ensure the quality of the system 
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O) putting restrictions on the S\slem Rcstm•tal th :11 -..n 1nl'lpdc des ign cons1rarn1s \\h1ch 
arc the software and hardware requirements J'hcR' l'Onstr:t1nts arc cspcc1all) important 
lo design the system and ensure that all f1111ct rnns \\ ill C'\ccutc correctly. Other than that, 
1hc runnrng requirements for lhc S\'slcm has abo IK'L'tt mentioned for both client and 
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SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introd uction 
System design describes all the design processes involved in developing the Web-based 
Accommodation Finder system. These processes will be described in the system 
architecture design, process design and user interface design. System design enhances 
the understanding of' the developer in building the system, thus reducing the ri sks that 
might occur in the implementation stage. 
5.2 System architecture design 
The cl ient server web application is divided into 3 different tiers. The first ti er is the user 
interface layer which is used for retrieving input and present ing data. The main 
component in this tier is the Internet Browser. 
The second tier is the application layer or service tier which links the first and the third 
tier together. This is where the web-server resides. 
The th ird tier is the data repository which consists of a database server and data store. 
This is where the application stores all records. 
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Desktop 
Workstation 
- D -
=1 
Web server 
~ 
lntcrnd Browser 
I l lTTP 
Web server 
I OLE-DB 
Database server 
Frontier/user 
Interface layer 
Middle/service tier 
Bottom tier/ 
Data repository 
.figure 5- 1 .\'ystem I ier ji>r Weh-hused Accommodation finder/hr s111de111 system 
As in shown in figure 5-1 , the first layer communicates with the second layer through 
1 ITTP. This is used to transfer web pages from the web server at the second tier to the 
browser at first tier. The communication between the second and third tier is done 
through an OLE-DB connection. Calls to retrieve data from the database are done 
through OLE-DB connection. 
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5.3 Process design 
Process design describes the process in the form of S~!Stem structure design. In 
the Web-based Accommodation foindcr for Students system. three modules are 
invo lved which arc the Accommodation Finder module, the Administrator 
module and the Ad owner module. 
Web-based 
Accommodation 
Finder For students 
I 1 
Accommodation Administrator Ad owner 
Finder Module Module Module 
figure 5-2 System structure ('hart 
5.3. 1 Structure design 
There arc 3 structure designs in th is system - Accommodation finder module, 
administrator module and ad owner module. The structure design points out the 
functions in each module to be performed by the system. 
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Accommodation Finck r Module 
Authenticarion Rcl.!istrnrion I lclo sccrion View 
adve11isement 
• Login • New user register • Frequently asked 
• Logour • Renew registrat ion q111..:stions • View details of 
• Change • Edit derai ls • Conracr the accommodation 
Password Ad111 ini. trator and contact details. 
Search 
Accommodarion 
• Search by location 
• Search by nu111 .of rooms 
• Search by renr price issued 
• View search resull s. 
View 
accommodal ion 
status 
• View status of acco11m10dntio11 
from advertisement 
ji~ure 5-J S1r11c111re de.\·1~11 for the " ccommodo11011 ji11der modull' 
I 
I 
Conract/ 
nccommodur ion 
demits 
• Add derails 
• Edir derails 
• l)clcrc I >crnrl.; 
Ad owner Module 
I 1 lcl D sec: I ion I 
• C'onr111.:t S sre111 
Adm inis11 11ro1 
I 
I Advert ise I 
• Preview ndvcnise111cnt 
• C'1111ccl 11dvcrr1 ~c111cn1 
• Dclerc Advcnr~emcnr 
• Down load p1c1111 c 
/igurc • J. I S1mc111rt' I k ,\'1>!11 jnr Ad 1111•m•r /I /odufr 
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I 
I Administrator 111od11le I 
I 
Registered ,\ch er1isemcn1 
Authentication I users prolile conrrol 
• Login • View P1ofi le • Acid ad. 
• Change Password • Delete Users profile • Odete ad. 
• Logout • ln fom1 User 
List of 
acco1111nodat ion/ 
adve1 isements 
• Add to list 
• Delete List 
• Update List 
• Edit ad. 
Advertisement 
owner details I 
• Veri fy lnfonnation 
• Contact ad owner 
.fiJ.!ure 5-5 Structure tlt:.\'IJ.!11 for the tu/1111111,trotor 111<></11/e 
I lelo section I 
• Documentation 
on how to use 
an application 
5.3.2 Data flow diagram (DFD) 
The DFD is a process modeling tool that represents the functions or processes in 
a system graphically. It displays the data flow and processes that is in ol cd in a 
system. The DFD is drawn using 4 main clements; Entity, Process. dntn fl ow and 
datn store. The notations which will be used to represent these clements arc the 
Gane :ind Sarson notation. The following shows the clements wi th their 
not at ions. 
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Accommodation 
Finder 
Elements Notations 
-
Data now ~ 
~ 
Data Store I I 
Process EJ 
Entity I I 
Table 5- 1 Symbol notation in a Data now diagnm1 
Registered User Details---t.i 
, ... ~~---Advertisement Accommodation Detalls--e~ Adminstrator 
, ... ~---Scorch result 
0 
Register deta1ls----t~ 
1-----Ad Owner Dctnlls 
Accommodation search Deta il s----~ 
Web-based 
Accommodation 
Finder For ...,..1--Accommodallon Details 
Students System 
Personal Profitc-----
Oownlond Picture-----~ Ad owner 
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Accommodation 
Finder ----
Student Card Num 
---Student IC 
P9SS'Mlfd 
t-- - --, Logn 
Verrfy Us« Details 7 Regsteied ~~-----T-U&er Detals 
3 
Ac:tninistrator 
4 
[)spay 
Aclvertisement 
Details ~ I Update, edt, 
delote reco1d Aclvertrsement O'Mle( details 
Reoste1ed I.lier 
rocordnum 
~f L D Reglstrauon record 
Ad O'Mlef Details 
6 Ad O'Mlef 
record rum 
Advertisement 
Record 
Delote. edt 
a<Nertisement 
<1Mlcr dctai It Ciooto n<Ni Bel~' r0001d [ JPcl10nal Prolrlo Ad owne< Aoc:omnodallon Detals 
. 5 7 (·,,,,,<''rt I >m~ram fen!/ () j1~11re . - · 
Ill 
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5.3.3 Data flowchart 
/ Need Find 
assistance? Accommodation 
No 
Yes 1 [ olp Socio00 No Registered 
users? 
I Yes 
Register 
r ' Yes Login 
r 
' L Search 
I 
I 
' 
view Search 
results 
1 
I No 
' 
rullill 
reQulromonts? 
1 
' 
Yoe 
V1aw 
Advcrtl•om nt 
.figur(' 5-8 J.'/011 ·,·/"11·1 jorjlml oc<·o1111mulolltm 
If II I Ill 
No 
University 
student 
Database 
University 
Malaya 
student? 
' 
• Bliek to llOMC 
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Va -:a - '-'Se~ 
-·=-:: 
t. ::=a~ t;S9! 
~e=-c 
0 
~-----
Yes 
V1• w r • 111• t • r• d 
u ••r• profit• 
I ' I 
y 
Reg stratoon > 
6 nonths ? 
Y es 
n ' orrn u ser 
' 
' re new ~ r eg stra tJOn? 
No 
--'--
Delete u ser record 
Login to • y•t•m J- N o --~~•'P'~ 
v ·ew list 
accorinodat.on/ 
adve rnsement 
' 
Add delete or 
u pdate 1,st? 
No 
~ 
logout 
Y es 
~------
No 
.---'---.. 
H elp section 
View 
Adverose m e nt 
owner detae s 
' 
Advertise m e nt 
> 2 Neeks? 
Yes 
'-
Delete 
adve rtrsem ent 
fii!Jm! 5-9 f1ou char1 for Admmmrawr acm·u1es 
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Advertise 
' 
Need No Submit contocU No Download 
assistance? accommodation picture? '> details 
Yes Yes I Coot3<ot ' '"'m ' r ' administrator 
Preview Insert picture l advertisement? 
r No 
Yes 
' ~ Preview octvert1scmcn1 Submit 
output ~ 
f 
I 
• 
Yes No Edit, cancel 
ndvertlsement? 
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5.4 User Inte rface Design - Draft 
The user interface is one o f the most imponant features in a system because i t is the fi rst 
thing the user interacts with when entering a system. Therefore, to ensure high level of 
usabil ity among users, the characteri stics stated below . hould be implemented in each 
user interface. 
• Easy-to-understand 
• Accomplish tasks faster and efficiently 
• Easy to learn 
• Easy and fun to use. 
Main J>a,g_e 
Accommoda1io11 0 111ofom11pus 
I I tome I ~ Brief description of websit1.: 
I Scnrch I 
Plnccs of 
ln1crcs1 
I J\d \Ct11 SC I 
I More 111fo I 
I Uni\ crs il ) I 
The user is d isplnycd wi th n brier descnptmn or the web-sites' obJecti e and 
r1111ctio11s. Users who would l ike to lind nccommod11t1011 w ill click on the ·''<'m·ch 
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button. / 1/aces of interest displays a fow accommodation places which nre 
famous among students. Users who would like to nd crti se w ill simply click on 
the advertise button. The more info button inform. users on other available 
accommodation such as hostels. The U111w•r.,·1ty Button will directly link users to 
the University Malaya I lomcpagc. 
Login Page 
Please Login here: 
Student Card N11111 : 
Student IC: 
Password: 
Loe in 
New Users? Register I !ere 
Not UM students'? Click I lcrc 
Change Password? Click I lcrc 
Cancel 
When Users wish to search for accommodnt ion they will be requested to login 
using their Student Card Number, Student IC nnd password. Users will be able to 
chnngc their password h clicking on the link next to ( '/u111ge / 10.'"'"'<m/'I 
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Registration 
Name: 
Student Card Num: 
Student IC: 
Password: 
Verify Password: 
Emai l Add: 
Current Add: 
Postcode:! ... ____ ____. State: 
Tel. Num ( I): ._I _____ _. Td. Num (2): 1 .._ ___ ____. 
Done Caned 1 lcln 
New Users wil l be required to fill in this form nnd submit it to ennhle them to use 
the faci lities in this system. 
II 
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Search 
- Search 
, Room 
o Location: 
o Rent Price Issued: I._ ____ _, 
I I I louse/Apartment 
o Location: 
o Num.of rooms: 
o Rent Price Issued: I.__ ____ __, 
S1'~1rr.h 
Users can search for Rooms or I louse/A partment and then search by location, 
rent price issued or number of rooms for house/apartment. 
Search Result 
J\d. Num 
Ql 
02 
03 
Accommodation J\ddn.:ss 
• 
• 
• 
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A fter the user has pressed the ."iearch button on the search page. they w ill display 
the search result which shows the ad. numbers nnd /\ccommodntion Address that 
match the criteria chosen by the user. 13y clicking on the nd num. users will be 
able to view the accommodation/contact details through advertisements. 
Ad owner Details 
Contact Information (owner) Accommodation Address 
Name: Address: 
Tel N11111( I): Unit Num: 
Tcl. Num(2): Postcode: 
Email Add: City: 
Accomm2da1io11 Features 
Number of rooms: I I 
Nu111l>er of floors: I I 
Num ber of Bathrooms: I I 
Other lt1 fom1111io11 
Entry Date, accommodation design, 
furnished/unfurnished, etc. 
Rent Pnymcnt 
Price Issued: I I 
I I Negoti able I I Not negotinblc 
Date: I I 
P1 cv1ew I I S11h111 i1 I ~ I C1111ccl I I 1 lcln I 
,, I I I 
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User's who would l ike to adverti se will he required to till in all the details 
in the form above to enable his/her advertisement to l~ l istcd.Aproduced. 
After that, the user may preview the ndvcrti sement produced or submit 
the detai ls. 
Adverti sement 
Ad 1111111 
No picture is 
available. 
Previous Ad 
Contact ln fonnation 
Accom111odn1io11 Address 
Acco111111oda1io11 Oc1:1i ls 
Close ext Ad 
This is the adverti sement that is produced from the details entered by the ad 
owner. The ud owner can down loud picture of the accommodation pince. 
I lowcvcr, th is is optionnl. The box is ten empty if no picture is downloaded. 
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5.5 Summary 
The design process is important in developing a system. Without it, the developer may 
not get a clear view on how the system should be built and how every function in the 
system operates. The system archi tecture describes the nature of the whole operation of 
the system in a client-server environment. 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) shows how entities and processes are related and how they 
interact with the attributes of the entities. Flowcharts gives a more wider view of the 
process now from one process to the other in a certain state. 
The User Interface design which is one of the most important feature in a system 
provides a view to users to interact with the system without concern on the operat ions 
inside the system. Therefore, the design of the user interface should always he laid out 
carefull y to achieve satisfaction among users. 
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SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
System Implementation is the process o f assuring thnt the system is operat ional and that 
all the components needed to implement the system is applicable and inappropriate. 
Simply said, system implementat ion is the process o f constructing the new system. To 
construct the new system, development environment was first examined and software 
and hardware requirements were specified. 
This phase involves coding the design representation of the system in programming 
translation nnd building the database. Various components of the system stated in the 
requirements are coded and translated into machine-readable form. 
6.2 System Development 
System development is the most crucial task to ensure the completeness and 
success ful ness of a system. Before implementing n system the development environment 
was first examined because it plays a major role in determining the speed o f de clopmg 
the system. l3ccause the system \vou ld be connected to the University Malaya student 
database in order for the system to verify a student thut has access to the system, the 
system would have to integrated into the Information mnnngemcnt system 111 the 
Uni ersit . Therefore. 1t 1s important for the system to he 11hle to 111tcgratc and 
con fi gured cnsi ly an the environment. lmplernentnt1on of the :-.y~ tcm ~ho ul d he 
llerformed us 11 part of 1111 ln for11111t io11 System and no conflicts among the components 
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should ari se. Weaknesses in the system will be discovered and impronxi and ~rrors that 
arise during the development will be removed. 
To ensure that the development of the system wil l he curried out smoothly, selection of 
suitable soft ware and hardware is imrortnnt in facilitnting the speed of the development 
of Web Based Accommodation Finder For Students. System development involves 
choosing the suitable methodology which has been stated earlier in Chapter 3: 
Methodology, coding forms and functions, determining development tools and setting 
up database connection. 
6.2. I Development tools 
6.2.1.1 I lardwarc Requirements 
The following hardware specifications arc required to develop the Web Based 
Accommodat ion fo r Students: 
• Pentium 11 1 Processor 
• 128 MB RAM 
• 19.0 GB I lard Disk 
• Printer 
• Other stnndurd PC components 
6.2.1.2 Software Requirements 
The following software spccilicntions hn c been used to de clop the Web Bused 
Accornmodut1on Finder For Students. 
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I Software Purpose Drscription 
Microsoft Windows System Requirement Opcmt ing Syst~m 
Mc 
Internet Information System Requirement Web Sorver I lost 
Server 4.0 
Microsoft Personal System Requirement Web Server J Web 
Microsoft FrontPagc System Development 
-Coding the Active J 
2000 Server Pages & HTML 
-Web page designing 
Internet Explorer 6.0 System Development Web Browser j 
Microsoft Access System Requirement 
-Database development J 
2000 -Query generator and 
query testing 
Microsoft System Requirement Active X components 
Transaction Server registration 
Microsoft Word System documentation Documentation 
2000 
Table 6-1 Solhvarc requirements specification 
6.2.2 l3uilding the database 
To enable data to be stored in the Web Based Accommodation f inder For Students 
System, a database must be built to store infonnnt1 on on registered students, 
landlords/occupant seeker and accommodation details. The design of the database is 
very important bccuuse it greatly nffects the performance or data retrieval, updating 
and query as well in the run-time period of the system. 
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These are some of the tables that have been built in the database. Symbol ••represents 
the primary key. 
-~ 
-Picld Name Data type Size Description 
.. student ID Auton umber -- Automatically generated when a new 
studcnt registers. 
. 
--
email address char 20 Student email address. 
student card char 10 Student card number 
- -
student IC char 12 Student Identification Card Number 
name char 30 Student Name 
i-
-- --
address char 50 Student 1 lome Address 
- --
-password char 20 Student Password 
Table 6-2 Dntabnse table of student register information 
Field name 
.. advcrtiselD 
name 
address 
_e_<>stcode 
town 
otherinfo 
_Qricc 
status 
vdnte 
Data ty ~ Size 
Autonumbcr 
char 30 
int 10 
int 10 
char 20 
char 
char 50 
chnr 10 
char 20 
chur 50 
int 5 
char 
dutc 20 
Descri tion 
Automatica lly generated wl ten new ad is 
submitted. 
er name of advertisement own 
Phone number of ad owner 
Other phone number of nd o 
Email address of ad owner 
wner 
--
--
I louse/ Apartment or room 
Address of accommodation 
Postcode of accommodot1on 
Town where accommodatio 
Other iuformation which ad 
n is situated. 
owner 
would like to ndd. 
n 
' 
ittcd 
Rent price of accommodatio 
Ncgotinblc or not negotiable 
Dote of ndvcrtisemcnt subm 
-
Tnhlc 6-3 D11t11hnse tuhlc of udvcrtiscmcnt 
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f'ield name Size Data t):'PC 
advertise ID 
Dc~cript ion 
~ 
numofroom 
numbath 
numfloor 
Field name 
adminID 
--
adminnamc 
adminpass 
int 
char 10 
-
char 10 
char 10 
'-
-
advl..!rt isl! 11) from adwrtisc tnbk 
Number of n .l\)mS ft., r house apartment 
nthrooms for Number of b 
house/apart n \Cllt 
Number of fl oors te.1r house/apartment 
-
Table 6-4 Database table of house/apartment 
Data ty_ec Size Description 
Auton um her Automatically generates an JD for each 
administrator 
--
char 10 Administrator name 
--
---
char 10 Password for administrator 
--
Table 6-5 Database table of administrator 
6.2.3 Database connection 
The database for the Web Based Accommodation f'inder For Students is created 
using Microson Access 2000. Microsoft Access provides an easier way to create 
and modify tables and their relationship. 
In using Active Server Pages, an OLE-Dl3 (Object Linking and Embedding 
Database) is used via a set of programming interfaces known as the Active X 
Datn Objects, or ADO. 
0Df3C (Open Datal3asc Connectivity) is a stnndard for nccessing dntn. ODBC 
allows the developer to get at the basic information held in any database OLF-
DO supports database connections through ODl3C so that efTcctively the generic 
OLE-DB layer wi ll allow connection to the legucy dutnbnses th rough the ex isting 
01)13(' connections. 
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Application 
OLE on 
I 
ODBC I 
I 
~ ,,.. ~ r ~ 
......_ 
""" 
....... 
""" 
.... ~ '- ~ 
ODOC Access SQL Oracle 
Data Server 
....._ 
""" 
~ ~ 
FtJ.!11re 6-1 /)(lfa access usmg ou~·-oJJ 
6.2.4 System coding 
Coding is the set of instructions written in order to enable the code to be 
executed and perform the required function in the system. /\ good and well -
managed program coding will enhance the readabi lity of the whole program. In 
addition, it provides an easy understanding to the program flow especially for 
those programs with high degree of complexi ty. 
6.2.4. 1 Coding /\pproach 
Coding is an iterative process whereby it is done until the programmer obtains 
the desired resu lts. There nre two types of coding approach: top-down and 
bottom-up. The hollom-up coding is bused on coding the complex lower le cl 
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modules and leaving the high level modules merely as skeletons that are used to 
call the lower modules, whereas the top-down approach is the rc\·erse. 
Por this system, coding is done using the bottom-up nppronch. It involves 
implementing the high level and prioriti zed modules thnt were funher refined 
into functions and procedures. The advantaged of this approach are: 
I ) testing can be carried out on some of the functions as soon as it is completed, 
and 
2) critical functions can be coded first to test their efficiency. 
13esides, this technique had a great deal of impact in programming where it has 
led to more reliable programs that arc easier to debug and maintain. 
6.2.4.2 Coding style 
Coding style and its convention rule arc important attributes to the source code 
and detennine the intelligibi lity of a program. Thus, the coding style used in 
developing the Web Based Accommodation Finder For Students follows the 
convent ion rules or a good programming style that involves the following: 
i. Proper variablcs/liclds naming that arc not against the reverse name. 
ii. Meaningful and understandable function and method declarntions. 
iii . Standard parngrnph indentation for 11 neater look. 
1v. Keep all complex or compound stutcrncnt ns simple as possible to avoid 
confusion 
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II 
6.2.5 System Coding Tool 
6.2.5. I Active Server Pages (ASP) 
ASP is used to develop this system because it is a grcnt tool for crenting dynamic 
web pages. It works by allowing the programmer the functionali ty of a 
programming language: writing programming code that ' ill generate the HTML 
for the web page dynamically. 
The power of ASP lies in two facts: first, the I ITML is not created until the user 
wants to sec the web page, and second, it doesn' t care what web browser is being 
used. ASP isn ' t the first technology to offer these features, but it is undoubtedly 
one of the most powerful and widely used in industry; and crucially, it's one of 
the fastest 
The main advantage that ASP brings is its ability to create pages that arc 
sensi tive to factors such as time and place, and the user's identity and previous 
choices and actions. In other words, we can use ASP to customize our web pnges 
to the specific needs of each individual user. It means that the text, images, 
tables, forms, and even the layout of the page can be selected automatically at the 
time the user requests the page - and to suit thut user' s requirement. 
6.2.5.2 JuvnScript 
JavaScript is a cross-platform scripting language which is simple, interpreted and 
object-oriented. It is used to add simple in1ernc1ive behaviors 10 a I ITML pngc by 
means of a script of keywords inserted 11110 11 web page. 
There nre two ud 11n111ges or using Jnv11Scrrp1 Fina. the respon!-ic tune 1s often 
quicker. hccnuse the script is interpreted on the browser machine so there is no 
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If 
network involved. Second, executing script on the browser mcnns thnt there ·s 
less script to be executed on the web server: reducing the wch St'rYer's workload 
can be advantageous if lots of people use the web site. 
Basically, when writing a .JavaScript code, the fo llowing is used; 
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE =JAVASCRIPT> 
......... .. JavaScript code goes here 
</SCRIPT> 
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6.3 Summary 
System implementation is a crucial task in system development , Vari0us tnsk such as 
building the datahase, coding every components nnd ensuring its o~mbility. selecting 
the most suitable tools in building the components. all make up the! . ystcm 
implementation. The Software and I lardwarc used in implementing this system has been 
selected based on their features to faci litate in speeding up the development of the 
system. 
Database for the Web Oascd Accommodation Finder ror Students was built using 
Microsoft Access which enables an easier way to create tables and determining 
relationships. It also provides an easy way to add, delete or modify tables and 
relationships. By using Active Server Pages, connecting to the database was done by 
using ODBC through OLE-DB. 
System coding involves executing instruction sets for every function to enable its 
operability. Good programming practice would enhance the understanding of the code, 
thus making it easier to make modifications in the future. In the Web Based 
Accommodation Finder For Students, the bottom-up approach wns used in coding the 
system. 
To develop the system, ASP and JavaScript as well as I ITM L \Vere used in the 
programming process. These tools have stronger advantages over other tools and 
therefore was chosen based on their criteria that may facilitate the development of a 
dynamic. interactive and scttlahlc web application 
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SYSTEM TESTING 
7. J Introduction 
In every system bui lt, the testing process is one of the most important activ ities that are 
done. Testing determines that we have built the ri ght system according to the functional 
and nonfunctional requirements that has been stntcd and that all the components are 
working well. 
Testi ng is focused on finding faults and testing efforts should be more efficient and 
efTective. A lthough testing is tedious, it is an essent ial and crit ica l element of system 
qual i ty assurance and represents the ult imate review of speci fications design and code 
generation. 
The Web Based Accommodation f-' indcr f-'or Students was tested in several stages due to 
the difficulty of detecting errors and then locating and correcting them once i t is in 
operation. System testing is required to ensure the system runs according to its 
specifications, rel iabi l ity, and in line wi th user' s requirements and cxpcctntions. 
7.2 Testing Objectives 
The obj ectives for pcr fom1 ing extensive testing during the design and development of 
the system nre the fo llowing: 
f I 
• Achieve high quolity nssurnnce such ns completeness, uccurncy, reliabi l ity and 
m11 i11t11i 1111hi l i ty o f the sotl wnrc progrnm nnd its doc11mc11t11 t1 on 
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• Ensure that the system can perform its functions as expected. 
• Reduce cost in maintaining the system. 
• A method for detection and removal of errors. 
7.3 Testing Technique 
The component of a system wi II be allowed to manipulate the data, and the output will 
be observed. Thus, a wide range of inputs and conditions are chosen in order to test that 
particular component. A test point/test case is a particular choice of input data to be used 
in testing program. Di fferent test cases are needed on di fferent types of testing strategies. 
There arc two types of testing technique applied in the testing stage of the system : white 
box testing and black box testing. 
II 
7.3. I White box testing 
White hox testing is n testing case design method that uses the control structure 
of the procedural design to derive test cases. 8y using white box testing methods, 
the test cases with the fo llowing characteristics cnn be d<.: ri ved: 
• Exercis<.: a ll logical decision on their true or fal se s1d<.:. 
• Exercise all loops at their boundaries and within their operat ional bounds. 
• Exercise internal data structure to ensure their validity 
• Gunrnntee thut all independent paths within 11 module have been 
exercised 111 least once. 
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7.3.2 Black Box testing 
Black box testing focuses on the functionality requirements of the system. lt 
enables the developer to derive sets of input conditions that will fully exerc ise all 
functional requirements from an application. l31nck box testing was not used as 
an alternative to white box test ing technique. Rather. this technique is used as a 
complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different class of errors. 
It also tests the functionality of the system in nn nd hoc basis without knowing 
the logic structure of the code. Input is provided and output is veri fied manually 
to check for accuracy. 
Black box testing attempts to find errors in the fo llowing categories. 
• Incorrect or missing functions 
• Interface errors 
• Errors in data structures or external data access 
• Performance error 
• Initialization and termination errors 
7.4 Testing tratcgy 
Testing strategies is a series of steps that are implemented sequentially. Testing involves 
testing the components, group of components, subsystems and the whole system. The 
l(lllowing arc the testing steps thut arc taken: 
• Unit testing 
• Integration testing 
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,, 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Tested 
component 
Uni1 
leSI 
Unit 
test 
f'unction testing 
Per formance testing 
Acceptance testing 
Installation testing 
Design 
Specification 
lntegrntion 
test 
System 
functional 
Requirements 
i 
Function 
test 
System 
Testing 
Other 
software 
requirements 
i 
Performance 
test 
Customer 
requirements 
specification 
i 
Acceptance 
test 
Integrated 
modules 
Functioning 
System 
Verified, 
Validated 
Accepted 
system 
Un11 
test 
7.4. 1 Unit Testing 
User 
environment 
Figure 7-1 Test 111r.. steps 
lnstallnt1011 
test 
Unit testing verifies that component functions properly with the types of input 
expected from studying the components design. Unit testing is done inn 
controlled environment whenever possible, son predetennincd set of data i. fed 
to the component being tested nnd output actions and dnta produced arc 
observed. 
Euc.:h component is treuted as u standalone entity and tested individually to 
ensure thut they opernte correctl y The u111t test is usunlly white box oriented and 
the step cnn be conducted in pnmllcl for multiple components. 
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Each table in the database has at least associated wi th two t rigg~r problems 
which arc Record Adding and Record Deleting. Unit testing wns cnrricd out on 
each trigger program once it was completed. Table bdow shows the test case for 
unit testing on the Advertise Adding and Deleting program. 
Step Test Pr ocedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
" 
tion record 
Add a new 
accommoda 
to the s stem 
--
tion cri teria 
2 Enter an 
accommoda 
and search fi 
record 
or that 
~ to remove 3 Press Delete 
the selected record 
from the da ta base 
The record is inserted 
permanently in the 
database 
The information for that 
accommodation is 
selected and shovm to the 
user. 
-The record is deleted 
permanently from the 
table. 
-- --Table 7-1 Unit testing example 
,, If 
The record is inserted 
successfully 
The accommodation's 
record is shown 
successfully. 
-
The record is removed 
permanently from the 
table. 
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II 
Step 
I 
2 
3 
4 
Module testing is carried out to ensure that the module is functioning ns 
expected. The table below shows the test case for modul~ testing for the searnh 
program. 
T est Procedure 
Click Login to log on 
to the s stem 
Click Search Advertise 
to set l 
n 
I 
h 
h 
rch for 
acco1 modation 
Fill a I the required 
scare criteria and click 
scare button to search 
for re cord 
Click view button to 
displ· y the infonnation a 
m 
I 
that atches the 
critcr a. 
Expected Output 
Registered Users Page is 
shown 
Search Form is shown 
The record is compared 
with records in the 
database. 
The correspondence 
record in the database is 
selected and displayed. 
.._ 
-
-Tahle 7-2 Module Testing Example 
Test Result Analyzing 
Registered Users Page 
shown successfully 
Search form shown 
successfully 
Criteria is accepted and 
compared successfully. 
The correct record is 
displayed. 
7.4.2 Integration Testing 
When collections of components have been unit-tested, the next step is ensuring 
that the interfaces among the components arc defined nnd handled properly. 
Integration testing is the process of verifying that the system components work 
together as described in the system and program design specifications. Testmg a 
specific ICature together with other newly developed feature is known as 
integration testing. 
In other words, when the individual components urc working correctly and all it 
meets the ohJcctivcs. these components arc comhrncd into u workrng s stem 
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cause may be detected. 
In this system, the bollom-up integration appronch is used. Wi th hottom-up 
testing, each component at the lowest le cl of the system hierarchy is tested 
individually first. Then, the next components to be tested are those that call the 
previously tested ones. This approach is followed repeatedly until all components 
arc included in the testing. 
/\t the end of performing integration testing, the whole system is completely 
assembled as a package where else interfaces and linking errors have been 
detected and corrected. 
7.4.3 System Testing 
System Testing is a series of different tests designed to full y exercise the system 
to uncover its limitations and measure its capabilities. The objective is to test nn 
integrated system and verify that it meets specified requirements. Although each 
test in this system has a difference, all work towards one goul, to verify that 
system clements have been properly integrated and they perform allocated 
functions. 
7.4.3. 1 Function testing 
Function testing evuluutes the system to dcterrmnc 1f the functions described by 
the requirements spcciticnt1on nre uctunlly performed by the integrated system 
The result is 11 functioning system. The function test compares the system being 
built with the functions described in the requirements speci fication. 
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7.4.3.2 Performance Testing 
When all the functions work as specified, the Perfomrnncc tc~t cnmRflres the 
integrated components with the nonfunctional system requirement. nnd 
compares the system wi th the remainder of the soth nre nnd hardware 
requirements. These requirements, including security, accuracy, speed and 
reliability constrain the way in which the system functions are performed. 
7.4.3.3 Acceptance Testing 
When the performance test is complete and the system functions according to the 
system descript ion, the next step is conferring with the users to make certain that 
the system works according to the user' s expectation. /\n acceptance test is 
performed where the system is checked against the user 's requirements 
description. This assures the user that the system they requested is the system 
that was built for them. 
7.4.3.4 Installation Testing 
Installation testing is the final k sting to be performed \vh ich allow users to 
exercise system functions and document additional problems to make sure the 
system sti ll functions as it should. 
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7.5 Summary 
This chapter describes all the testing performed in the Web Based Accommodation 
Finder r:or St udents. This includes unit testing nnd module tc. ting. integration testing, 
and system testing. 
The Web Based Accommodation Finder For Students has been tested and debugged 
effectively to achieve the objectives of the system. Nevertheless, there is no fooJproof 
testing that wi ll ensure that programs are free form errors. The best approach would be 
to use a combination of testing method black box and white box testing together with 
inspection. 
Through all the testing phases, it is easier to ensure the system's qualities and strengths. 
Debugging and fixing of the program can be done and the limitations of the system's 
functionalities can be found and improved. As a conclusion, the testing phase is very 
important and it must be done repeatedly and carefully to assure good system quality. 
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SYSTEM EVALUATION 
8.1 Introduction 
In the process of developing a system, various problems have been encountered. Some 
have been solved and some arc sti ll yet to be discovered and overcome. These problems 
were solved through many ways such as doing research and studies in fields such as the 
Internet, Online Oooks, journals and reference book. 
System Evaluation is a review after the System Implementation to detennine strengths 
and l imitations or constraints of the system. In order to provide feasible information to 
enhance the project and improve system performance, all problems faced during every 
phase of the system development is highlighted. Other than that, proposals und 
recommendations arc made for future enhancements of the system. 
8.2 Problems Encountered And Solutions 
II 
8.2. 1 Analys is phase 
• Determining the scope of the system 
Earl ier in the development it was hard to determine the actual users who would 
use the system nnd the task they would he able to perform when usmg the 
s stem. This muy he due to insutlicient knowledge nnd inexperience on 
de eloping Web Bused S stems. To solve this mutter, research was done on 
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existing systems which provides similar services ns of thnt c-xixctcd in the Web 
Based Accommodation Finder f-or Students. 
• Scheduling the tasks to be ixrfonncd 
This is also due to insufficient knowledge and inexperience in developing Web 
£3ased Systems. Project schedule should be carefully planned to achieve a 
systematic progress and ensure on-time delivery of the system. Prior to no 
experience in developing Web based systems, this proved to be a tedious task 
especially when estimating the suitable period for every phase. 
8.2.2 Design Phase 
• Problem in designing the database 
Database was built using MS Access and not as to what was proposed earlier 
which is MS SQL Server 7.0. MS Access proved to be an easier tool to learn and 
it also makes creation of tables and relationship as well as the adding, deleting 
and modifying of tables and relationship much more efficient. Other thnn thnt , 
the realization that the Web Based Accommodation Finder ror Students is not a 
complex system which stores a large amount of data contributes to this decision. 
At an earlier stage of the database design, MS SQL Server was first suggested to 
use to build the system. It was a dinicult tool to learn and there were not many 
who knew how to use it effectively. Aller mnny nttempt~. nnd yet stall 
unsuccessful lo grasp the knowledge or build ing the system using MS SQL 
Server nnd connect it lo the web pages. the decision to use MS Access was made. 
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• Lack of sk ills 
Designing the inter face of a web page is not :ls ens ns it looks especially if the 
developer has set a goal which is to att ract users in using their system. Decisions 
to place certain information in the inter face, how it should look, the color, font, 
and arrangement o f the interface components such ns buttons, links, and etc, all 
contribute to th is problem. 
To enhance the understandabili ty o f users, other web si te systems were reviewed 
and research was done from books and the Internet on how to bui ld a good user 
interface. 
• T ime constraints 
There was not enough time to study and produce the best sol ut ion of design. T his 
is also due to inexperience and insullicicnt knowledge or designing a system. 
8.2.J Implementation phase 
• Not being on schedule 
/\s the project schedule was created without any experience or knowledge on 
how long it takes to fin ish one phase, i t is expected that the completion of one 
phase and the time period it takes to complete one phase would not follow the 
act uni schedule. Despite all the difficulties encountered because of this, the 
development o f the s stem wus success fully completed on time. 
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• Difficulty in choosing suitable development tools. 
There are many software tools that arc avni lnble for the de\ ctonmcnt of the Web 
13ased Accommodation Finder For Students ns stated in the earlier chapters. It is 
diflicult to choose the most suitable development tools from a variety of choices. 
Choosing a suitable technology and tools was a critical process as all tools have 
their own strength and weaknesses. Besides that, the availability of a technology, 
hardware and supporting soflware to support , its learning curve, compatibility 
with the existence operating system and technologies are also a major 
consideration. 
In order to solve the problem, seeking advices and views from project supervisor, 
course mates and seniors engaging in si mi lar projects were carried out. 
Furthermore, a great deal of reading and research from many sources, like books 
and the Internet helped to solve the problem. 
• Problems on Installation 
There were a lot of problems during installation and configuring Windows 2000. 
llS and other tools before starting the coding phase. The needed sofhvare and 
tools were successfull y installed only nfler a few times of forrnutting and 
rei nstal lntion. 
From experience, it is essential to know the sequence of product installation. 
This is to ensure smooth execution wi thout system errors 
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• Lack of knowledge in Active Server Pages (ASP) 
Since there was no prior knowledge or programming in ASP. there was an 
uncertainty on how to organize the codes. These new programming lnngungcs 
and concepts were never studied before nnd to implement such an application 
requires a good grasp of the languages used. 
A lot of ref erencc and studies had to be done in order to learn the language much 
better. Sources such as reference books and the Internet proved to be useful. 
Referring to those who have knowledge in using ASP has helped a lot in 
improving the understanding of the language. 
8.2.4 Testing phase 
• Programming errors 
The testing of the system uncovered many programming errors when executed. 
Correcting these errors was a very tedious task as some of the codes involved the 
connection to the database. 
In order to correct the errors, references from books and the Internet as well us 
reforring to 'experts' helped to correct all the errors and at the end of the testing 
phase all the programs could be executed smoothly. 
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8.3 System Strengths 
II 
• Simple, user- friendly and easy to use intcr focc 
As with most web sites, the inter face is one of the most important characteristic 
in ensuring that the user would actually like to use the system. The interface for 
Web Based Accommodation foinder For Students is designed based on Graphical 
User Interface (GUI ). The interface is easy to understand as all the infonnation' s 
arc arranged in a way to enhance readability. No practice is needed as all the 
control obj ects on the inter face are fairly well understood. Users w ill find that 
they can perform any task with case. Each page has a high degree of consistency 
among the pages: this w ill avoid the users from becoming confused when 
navigat ing from one page to another. 
• D isplay process and error messages 
There arc many processes involving the system and its database. Therefore, it is 
important to let the user know what the system has done when clicking on any 
links or command buttons. Messages l ike " Success full y registered" or " Access 
denied! Invalid password" will be displayed to inform the user. 
W ithout these messages user might think that the system is faulty when no 
results arc returned when a command is executed. In addition, user can also 
know ' hen record is inserted into the datnbnse successfully When n process 
fo i ls. un error messnge w ill ulcrt the users Error message wrll ulso be prompted 
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to the user if an important field in a form is not fi lled. As a rc~m lt. the syl'tcm 
tries to decrease the total number or errors occurred. 
• Good Security Features 
Different levels of users arc created for different le cl of permissions on the 
system. The user needs to have the right password and information be granted 
the access to the system and perform speci fic tasks. 
Once the user log-ins, they have a session time which ensures that if no function 
is performed within a certain time after log-in, that is the system is left idle, the 
session time wi ll expire and the user will have to log in again. This is to avoid 
in truders or trespassers from using the system in case the user forgets to log out. 
8.4 System Constrttints 
Due to time and knowledge limitation, there arc a few system constraints shown below. 
This includes: 
• Performance 
Performance level and time can be adjusted in llS, yet it still depends on internet 
connection speed on the telephone line. 
• J>usswon.l not encr pied 
l k<.:nuse the password 1s 1101 encrypted, this would make 11 eus1cr for an intruder 
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to break the password thus revealing the pro Ii le or n valid user. 
• No Real-time interaction 
No Real-time interaction exists in the Wch-I3nscd /\ccommodnt ion Finder For 
Students. That is there is no way for users to internet directly or lively at the 
same time wi th another user. 
• No 13ooking Faci lity 
The booking faci l ity which was earl ier stated in the project definition could not 
he implemented because it involves deal ing with price. A nd this would be most 
suitable to implement i f there was real-time interaction between the 
accommodation finder and landlords/occupant seeker. 
• Implementation Environment 
T he Web Based Accommodat ion Finder For Students can only he implemented 
in the University Malaya Student Management System because the only way it 
can verify if a user is a UM student or not is only through the UM student 
database. Thus, the only way i t can connect to the UM database is by building 
the system in the University Malaya environment. 
• The need for an email address. 
For every registered user (student) und the 11dvert1sernent O\ ner 
( landlords/occup1111t seeker). nn emui l nddress is compulsory. This is because 
npnrt from telephone numbers. nn ernntl nddress would he n good nltcrnat1 e for 
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means of communication. Thus, for those who do not hnvc nn emni l nddre~s 
would have to create one before registering and ndvcrtising. 
• The task of deleting an advert isement mnnunll. 
Advertisements will be deleted after I month from the date it was submitted. 
This task is done by the administrator manually. So, administrators must check 
the dat.e in every advert isement from time to time to ensure that the 
advertisement is deleted on its expired date. 
8.5 Future Enhancements 
System development is a dynamic process and changes to the system must be expected 
from time to time to improve the overall functionality of the system. A lthough, during 
the development of th is system, due to the limited resources that are avai lable has caused 
some certain aspect or the system to be overlooked. 
l lowever. an er the development of the system has been completed, some certain 
important aspects that can be added on for future enhancements have been identified 
The additional foatures that can be implemented in the future arc the following: 
• Real-time Interaction 
Rent-time internet ion between the advertisement owner and the user who vu..:w~ 
the ndvertisement would be ver helpful in mnny wnys. An example of Real-tune 
lnternct1011 would he an ICQ or nn lnstunt Mcssnging tool. ·1 his would mean that 
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the user can interact directly to the ad owner and nsk questions rt'gnrding the 
advertisement wi thout having to wait for the ad owner to read emails and then 
waiting for the repl y. This would also reduce the tusk of dinting up a phone 
number especially a mobile phone number which is not always reachable at all 
times. 
• Booking faci lity 
By implementing Real-time interaction between the accommodation finder and 
the ad owner, negotiation could be done between the two parties because 
booking an accommodat ion involves money and agreements. After viewing the 
advertisement und deciding whether to rent , the user can then contact the ad 
owner directly. 
• Report generation 
The report generation fncility will display the accommodation available for n 
certain month (selected hy users). This wi ll make it easier for ad owner to submit 
information on accommodation as early as possible and users may book the 
accommodation say, 5 months before the avui lnbility of that accommodntton 
The ad will be added to a special listing where users can check which 
accommodation that may he rented that is soon to be avai lable in the ncnr future. 
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• Advertisement deleted automatica lly 
The administrator should not have to worry nboul mnking sure thnt they hnve to 
delete an advertisement on lime. The advertisement should be deleted 
automatica lly after I month after the date it wns submitted. T his could greatly 
reduce the overloading of data and advert isement that exceeds its expired date. 
• Encrypted password 
This would increase the level of security for users who have access to the system. 
By encrypting the password, intruders or hackers would have a difficult way of 
actually reveal ing a user password because they would have to decrypt it and this 
isn' t an easy 1ask. 
• More Admin istrator Task 
More administrator task should be added. The administrator should be uhlc 10 
update and edit information on users and accommodation. The administrator 
should also have the ability to communicate directly with users of 1hc system 10 
inform them on something. Another task of the administrator that could be added 
is to actually monitor 1he operation of searching for nccommodation nnd nssa~ t 
users in the process. T hey should also he nhle to generate reports based on the 
information provided. 
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8.6 Project Conclusion 
Web Based Accommodation Finder For Students is n s stem that focil itates users in 
finding accommodation in an easier and faster wny. By just logging in. the user has 
access to search for accommodation by selecting criteria 'son the type of 
accommodation they are looking for and viewing speci fie detail s on the advertisement. 
And if the ad owner uploads a picture on the accommodation, it will faci litate the user 
on making decisions whether to rent or not to rent. 13esides that, it also provides an 
easier and free way for landlords/occupant seeker to post an advertisement on the 
Internet without worrying about cost. 13y implementing future enhancements would 
greatl y improve the abi lity of the system thus making it a more powerful source of 
in formation. 
In the process of developing this system, I have enhanced my knowledge espcctnlly on 
programming skills and system development. The appl ication of Soll ware Engineering 
principles, fundamentals and addi tional knowledge in programming languages, skills in 
database management system and others all con trihute to the success of developing this 
system. Tools that have never hcen used before this gave me u new experience in 
developing techniques for future use. The experience gathered would surely gi c me a 
solid foundation in developing a system in the future. 
By setting gonls nnd ohjccti cs before st11rt111g to development of the system has made 
the process much more systemnt1c nnd I nctunlly know whnt 1s to be expected of the 
system. Mnny contlicts hn e heen resolved espcc i11lly in ren l world situat ion and 
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programming tools. Overall tfw; pmJect ha'> ach1cH:d ''' go:1l :md t'ult'11lc.·d 11s t)bJt'l' tl \ l'~ 
and requirement<; that were dc1crrn111cd cm lier 111 thl' :111:1h sis ph.1sc " 11h lllllHH 
adjustmc111s and c11ha11ccmc11ts. 
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APPENDICES 
Quctionnairc 
T itle: Web-based Accommodat ion Finder For Students. 
This questionnaire is performed to obtain informat ion on the requirements of students 
who arc interested in finding accommodation outside campus on-line. Please fi ll in your 
particulars and rroceed with the questionnaire. 
Personal Particulars 
Name: 
Age: 
Present Address: 
Gender: D Male D Female 
Please tick on the box ncxt to the answer chosen (one nnswcr per question) 
I . I low frequently do you use the Internet? 
o OOcn 
o Rarely 
u Never 
2. Do you find the Internet useful in finding infonnntion? 
o Yes 
CJ No 
3. If you were looking for nccommodntion outside campus, would you be 
interested in searching in the Internet? 
u Yes 
CJ No 
Please s1111c yo111 1111swc1 . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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4. What arc the characteristi cs that should be taken notice when looking for n housdroom 
to rent? You can tick more titan ot1e. 
o Rent price 
o Number of rooms in a house 
o Size of house/room 
o Number of people already occupy ing the housdroom 
o f urnished/Non-f umished 
o Location 
o facil ities (lms-s/Op, jiJod stalls, shops. etc: ) 
o Location of house/room 
o Environment 
o Security 
5. Do you have your own transport? 
u Yes 
u No 
6. What means of transportation would you be willing to take? 
o Ous 
o LRT 
o Others (please state): 
7. Which rent pri ce would you prefer when looking for a house to rent? 
o RM600-800 (11011-f11r111shed) 
o RM800- I 000 (half-jim11shedji1/ly-ji1rmshed) 
LI RM I 000-1200 (/11/~1 ·-jim11slted) 
o RM 1200- 1400 (/i1//y-j11r111sl11.:d) 
LI Others (please state): 
8. I low much would you be willing to pay when renting a room? 
o RMI00- 150 
a RM 150-200 
o RM200-300 
o Less than RM I 00 
9. If given an option, would you choose to live in an area with a large population? 
u Yes 
u No 
Please stnte your reason: 
I 0. Do you have a part-t ime job or interested in linding a part-time JOb? 
u Yes 
LI No 
11 . Do you mind w11 lk111g to/from campus if the uccommodut1on Stilts you' 
u Yes 
u No 
Ir yes. how lllllCh time would you pre for to wnlk'/ : 
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12. When looking for a house to rent, how many rooms would you prdcr in the 
house? 
II 
0 2 
LI J 
0 4 
13. Do you prefer staying inside or outside campus? Please state your reason. 
c 
ll 
Thank you for your cooperation I 
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Statistic results of the survey 
• I low use fu l is the Internet? 
• Agree 
Nol agree 
fr1?. 11re I S111de111s who find the /111erne1 as a 11sef 11! so11rce lo search for 
lll'l'fJlll/llf)(fllf / ()11. 
From the graph shown above, about 20% agree that the Internet is a useful source 
for finding accommodation and 80% do not agree. A lthough many students use 
the internet oflen for various purposes, they find that the internet may prove to be 
inefficient in finding information on accommodation places. 
Causes: 
I . Unreliable information 
2. Unful fi lled requirements 
- Unsuitable location 
- 11 igh rent price 
3. Ensier to ns" friends/ icw advert iscmcnts pasted nt bus stops, lamp posts, 
notice honrds. etc. 
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• What do accommodation finders require in their scnrch'l 
• R••n1 l'ri•'<' 
• 11111, Of l'(l(lllU 
11 111 of [WOJl li' 11 1 1'\'ll d~· Ot'CUpying 
PumbhNVunfurni~ hrd 
• U><-111ion 
Farililil's 
• En1 ironment 
St-curi1y 
fig ure 2 Important features that are taken 11110 account when searching/or 
accommodat 1011. 
rrom the graph shown above, it is quite clear that many students focus more on 
the location and rent price of the accommodation compared to other foaturcs. 
• I low much would students be wi ll ing to pay to rent a house? 
• IU 1600.JIOO(non · 
furn bhcd) 
60'% 
so·1 .. 
• RMHOO-
-'0% IOOO( hMlf 
fumldwd/full) 
JO% furnl•ht-tl) 
RM 101.0. 
20''/u I 200(full) 
10% 
furnhhctl ) 
0"/.• 1{1\11 200-
l -IUO(foll.1 
furnhht•1I) 
figure J Nc11t l'na (lwus<!) 
From the grnph shm II 11ho e. 111ost or the ~tudent~ \ maid prclcr the rent price for 
11 house to he 1111111.: 11111~c of'RM800- IOOO (huff f'11r111 shcd/full fu rn ished) 
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• I low much would students be wi lling to pay to rent n room'? 
90%. 
80% • RMIOO-
70"/., 150 
60'Y., • RMl 50-
SO% 200 
40% RM200-
30% 300 
20% <RMIOO 
10% 
0%. 
figure -I Rent price (room) 
From the graph shown above, most of the respondents prefer rent price for rooms 
to be in the range of RM I 00-1 50. 
• What kind of transportation would a student prefer to take when travel ing 
to/ from campus? 
50% 
-40% 
• Uu~ 
30% 
• LRT 
211•1o Wulkin~ 
Others 
ttl'Y. 
Clo/. 
(tµ. ure 5 /\ /c:ans r~/trw1.,·portat1011 
From the graph shm n nho e, it shows that most of the respondents would prefer 
tnlrn1g the I.If!' nnd the hus to/ from cnrnpus Le~~ than I 0% of the prefer 
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walking as long as the accommodation is suitable and ' nlking distnncc tnkes less 
than I 0 minutes. Others pre for driving, motorcycles or taking rnhs. 
• Would students be wi lling to stay at nn arcn wi th lnrgc populntion? 
70% 
60"!. 
!'iO"lo 
-40"/o ~ 30"/• 0 
20% 
10•1. 
o•;. 
figure 6 /,1v111g in areas with large pop11/atwn 
f-rom the graph shown above, respondents who choose to live in an area with 
large population stated that the facilities in the area arc more complete and safety 
is more certain since crimes are more l ikely to occur in dark and quiet places 
without many passerby. Those who say no prefer a more private and peaceful 
environment to enable them to study without any disruption. 
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• Do students prefer living inside or outside campus? 
IOO% 
HO% 
GO% 
.tll% 
20% 
0% 
..-
-
• ln~ illc 
Ouuillc 
figure 7 Inside or outside campus? 
From this survey, it shows that many of the respondents prefer living outside 
campus rather than inside. 
The main reasons arc: 
I) More freedom 
2) Not bound to any ru les 
3) Save budget 
4) Learn to live independently 
5) Easier to obtain transportation 
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II 
Summary of the interview: 
Students 
• T hey stated that if there was a system that can help students to tind updated, 
rel iable and efficient in formation on nccommodntion places. they would be 
willing to use the Internet as the main source of finding accommodation. 
• Those who would l ike to find occupants as housemates or roommates would be 
wil l ing to try adverti sing in the Internet as long it would prove to be rel iable and 
easy to use. 
• From their knowledge, many students usually find accommodation from 
advert isements distributed or through fri ends. In their opinion, the Internet is not 
the main source for accommodation finders because or these reasons: 
,.. Rel iabi l ity of the information in the Internet is not certai n 
,.. Many students rarely use the Internet as most o f them do not have the 
facility ut home. 
,.. The accommodation places that arc listed might not fulfi ll their nccds-
price, situation. 
Below is the summary of the information obtained: 
Landlords 
• I le stated that he would usually find occupants by placing advertisements in the 
newspaper or s111ce he hus ulrcady rented out to ~tudenb before this, he would 
usunlly asked the previous tcnunts to scorch f{>r students who arc lookmg for 
11cco111111odatio11 to rcplncc thc111 111 the c11d of the cont met 
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• Landlords do not mind renting out to students ns long ns they do not cause 
trouble to the landlord such as not taking good care or the facilit ies. paying the 
rent late and others. And since the demand for accommodation is much higher 
among students, it is much easier to find students n. occupants. 
• In his opinion, not many landlords prefer advertising in the Internet because it 
usually involves high costs. 
• But they have stated that if advertising is free, advertising in the internet would 
be a preferable choice. Other than that, landlords do not mind placing 
advertisements in the Internet as long as it is reliable and usefu l - possibility of 
finding occupants in a given time period is ensured. 
• If advertising in the Internet involves cost, they would not mind placing an 
advertisement as long as it would not cost a lot more than other ways of 
distributing advertisements. 
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USER MANUAL 
WARNING 
(J,<.,'/:'N MANUAi. V/:H.\'/ON 1.0.0 IS ( '/,A.\:)/Fll~D AS J>f?ll '.-1 /'/:' .-IN/) ( '() IJ.'llJENTJAL. 
UNA U'l'/ 10/UZl:'/J l :'Xl'OSh'/) , COi'//:'/), IJIS'l'l?llJU /'HJ) ON AN}' FONA I OF 
UNA U'l'llONIZl~D A( "/'ION.\' J>/:'NFORM/:..'D ON THI. AIANlML. OR ANY PORTION 
OF n: MA y Nl:'Sl//,'/' IN ShV/:'/U:' C/1111. ANO CNl/11/NAL l'l:'NAL'l'll::s. AND WILL BE 
l'NOS/:'Cl/'/'l:'IJ '/O Tl//:..' MAXIMUM /:..'~\7'/:N'l' l'OSSIHU·; UNDJ:..R LAW 
This user manual is used to guide users on how to use the system properly and well-
understood. Over time, due to amendments or upgrades to the features and design of the 
system caused by addi tional user requirements and unpredictable situations, all 
information in this manual is subject to change without prior notice. Changes wi ll be 
documented in the following versions and distributed to who may be concern as soon as 
possible. These additional documents wi ll either consist of 
i) Pull replacement of the document or 
ii) A partial update with each new page or replacement pages to be inserted 
throughout the whole document. 
Documellled by: Mmw Sofialt @. Dewi Bte Abdul Ka/tar 
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User Guide 
Introduction 
There arc three types of users who arc involved in using the Web Based 
Accommodation f.inder f-or Students system. 
i) Accommodation finder (students) 
i i) Landlords/occupant seeker 
iii ) System Administrator 
To enhance the understanding for each user on how to use the system, th is manual wi ll 
be divided into three parts according to each type of user as stated above. 
NOTH.\' 
I ) A ll passwords arc case-sensitive. Example, if user has registered with password 
' myname', then once the user logs into the system, they must use the same password 
' myname' and not ' Myname' or ' myNAME' , etc. 
2) A ll adverti sements expire in I month from the date of submit. The administrator must 
ensure that this is done at all times. 
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1.0 llOME 
~Accammadatian outDFCampus 
"' ·U11i1Jcrsity Of 'Jd.afnya 
Home I Advert1so I Login I ~tudont Rog1~ter I More info I Places Of Interest I UM Websit e 
Welcome to Accommodat1onOutofcampus.com . This 
s1to will holp you to find •ccommodat1on out of 
c,Jmpui. 110 .i ospoc1<1lly tor Ur11vors1ty M.1lay.1 
<; turlr>n t<; . Boforo that ,mako o;uro you roq1st or wi th us 
l1rst1 
Page llome will be the first page that the user wi ll see. In the frame there is a short 
description about the site. Users wi ll be presented wi th fi ve options. For accommodation 
finders who have already registered can just login into the system by clicking on the 
LoJ.!111 l ink and they will be directed to the Login page ( 1.5). 
Only UM students arc allowed to register in this system to search for accommodation. 
For those who have not yet registered can click on the link ,)'111de111 N<!gtsler . 
Users who arc not UM students can advertise or cl ick on the l ink more 11{0 nnd /'laces 
of 1111er e.,·1 to lind out more information on accommodation out of cnmpus arcn. 
Landlords/Occu1urnt seekers who wish to advertise can cl ick on the link {l(/lwr11.,·e and 
wi ll be directed to that page immediately. 
If the user encounters problems when using the system or would like in fonnation on 
Someth ing, they can contact the System Administrator by sending an emai l when 
cl ick ing on I he Ii nk weh111asl er (<i>m:c:o111111oda1 wn. tmt. ed11.111y 
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1.2 More info 
Accammadat.ian Dul:.DFCamaus 
V 11i·oersity Oj5'tn faya 
Hornn I AtJ11nr t1 ,ll I Stullnnt l u111n I c;1111lnnt Rtiq1'>1t r I llM Wobc.1IP 
lnfnrm.HuJn un 0 1t101 pl.1cos that prov1dos sheltor for students: 
Lom bogo Koboj lkon JJo rompuan Is lam Malaysla 
Bangunan run~u Puan Besar Kursh1ah 
J11lan P11n tni Oharu 
59200, K L 
<;1nqlu Room - RM360 
Doubl11 lluurn llM300 
--- - ---
(> 2003 All Ptghts Pes rved Contact webmasterCaccorrrnodat1on urn edu.my e 
Page More info provides more information on other places situated near to UM that 
offer students places to live which includes room renting. Some of these arc 
organizations that offer students to rent rooms at their organization hostel. 
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1.3 Places of interest 
Accammadat:Jan Dut.Dl=Campus 
'Uui·C'crsity Of :)tahl) 'll 
Homo I Ad11ert1 o I Student Login I Stud nt Peq1stor I LJM Wobs1te 
thoso oro somo of tho plocos out of campus oroo that oro 
fl ll fllll l'lr n rn u n ci \ I u llunh 
Jay r our t 
Jalan c trOJI, li ngsar 
O :/UUJ All 111ght1 l'H trvod Lon tact webm..1 turol}I ccorr rnod.Jlllln u•n 11iJu.rriy •• 
Places of interest ll:ts users view accommodat ion places which arc popular among 
students. You would fi nd that the majori ty of tenants residing in these places arc 
students. 
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,;.';. ~ ~ !J J 1 J J 1 J !J !J ~ ! j !J J J r j 1 J il ~ r 
1.4 REG ISTER 
~Accammadal:.ian Oul:.DFCampus ~ V ui-c;ersity Of :Mafaya 
Homu I Log n I Student ke91s1er 
l.lleaso fill in nll tho do1<11ls bolow 
Now Us or Roglstrntlon 
Studonl CJrd 
Crna1I Address 
Addron 
t. tate 
llass"'ord 
Vorify password 
IO 200J All PJghts Pes rvud Cont c t wcbma>t r1l11Jccon.moda11on um 1 lu mv • 
Accommodation Finders can register by tilling in their part iculars in the fom1 as shown 
above such as their student card number, Student identification card number, name, 
email address, home address. cit . state. postcode nnd pnssword The password hns to he 
entered for the second time to make sure the user has not mistyped their password and 
thnt the hnve t peel the 111tended pass \ ord 
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A ll details must be fil led in, if any field is left blank, the error message ns hdow wi ll 
appear when the user clicks on the register button. E.g., user doe~ 11ll t t'nter student IC. 
Mlr. ro,oft ln lc111ol I 1plo1r1 [BJ 
Pleose coue<t lhe ~·or below: 
lllank Sl.udtrt IC I lekJ 
User must ensure that both passwords entered arc similar. Ir the password entered is 
different from the password verified. the message below will appear once the user clicks 
on the register button. 
Mk ro•ull lnlcrncl hplorcr ~ 
~ cwrect the error below: 
PosSIWOrd end Yn ty Passwcrd do not motch 
If the user is not a UM student, and still attempts to register, the system will 
automat ica lly detect that the user is not a UM student when the user fi lls in the field 
Student card and Student IC and an error message wi ll be displayed on the form ns 
shown below. 
Accammada1Uan out.OFCampus 
V 11i·versity Oj'M.a{aya 
l'llu.1~11 1111 1t1 n ll tt11 • tlo t "'" twluw 
Nuw lhor ROIJ l, lrnllon 
I re YOl. Oata Oo11i t. ot l:M1Sl 
µ11t Sf! contact Accomodauon Adrr 1n 
~tudon l It 
N 111111 
1111.1111\tlt.hen 
The user is then requi1cd to contnct the ud111111istrutor if this problcm unscs by cltck mg 
011 ' l\c;commodat1011 Adm111 '. 
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I f the user has no problem in submitting their particulnrs then the mcssngt' below w ill 
appear 
Mlr.101oft Internet I xplorcr [g) 
The user wi ll then be directed to the Login page ( 1.5) when the OK button is clicked. 
1. 5 LOGIN 
~AccommoaatJon Dul:.DFCampus 
• V 11i'c1ersi.ty Of 'M.a(aya 
Hurnu I LUIJ'" I Sl utlu11t nuq1stur 
An:u11111 inclntl1111 Flnclor I 11qhc 
~tudent card 
',tudont IC" 
r ...... wo1d 
t oqln Rnsot 
Not A UM Student lluw USlll 1 A Imm Logn 
- ------------
0 /lllli All ll11jtll~ Hff ~Prvrnl ( 11111 JI I WI b1111 l 1111J1o11 t 1111rn111l1 l t1rl11111 t lh l Illy • 
The user can enter their tudcnt Card Number and Student IC Numbl.!r as\ di their 
password to log on. They wi ll tlwn he directed to the Register ed Users page ( 1.6)' hen 
the click on the l .OJ!Jll button. 
T he link Nm A l IA I studem'I will direct the user hack to the llomc page ( 1.0) ' hilc the 
l ink New ( fo/t 'I ure for users who huvc not registered yet This will bring the users to the 
Rc.•gisCcr page ( 1.4) when clicked. 
The lrnk Ad111111l.og1111 s onl for the use of the S stem Adrni111 ~trutor and\ ill he 
directed to the A dmin L ogin page { I 12) \ hen clid.ed 
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If the user enters incorrect information, the message bdm wi l l aµpcnr when clicking on 
the Login button. 
Accammada1:.1an Dul:Dt=Campus 
·Vui(lersil)' (?f 'J11afaya 
Homo I Lo91n I !>tutJont Pe91ster 
Accommodation rlndor Login 
\1 • 1• 0 ''""' lnr 1rr 1 t l'assw1 rd1Studu1t l ri.VStuO..,rll IC! 
<i turJunt C,Jrd 
If the user success ful ly logs on then they will be directed to the Registered Users page 
( 1.6). 
1.6 REG IST ERED l lSE RS 
Acccmmcda1:.1cn Dut.Dt:eampus 
rU11i·CJersity Of ?.1a{aya 
Homo I !:io.irch Accommod.itron I Vruw Accornrt1odat1on I LtJ1 t .:> tud11nt fJrolllu I Loqout 
Wt•l1 nmu A rr 11rn 1 Yu ul 
You c Jn. 
• •,earch for Accommodatron 
• V111w A1 lllfllnOll.1111 11 A IJV'11rt1• £' 1~11111•, 
o 200J All P19hts Pesorvnd cont ac t wf'bmu11111ci 1ccommodil t1on um eau my le 
Users can search for accommodation by click 1 ng on the ,\'t.:m·chfi>r ucc.·0111111odutum or 
,\'eurclt Acco111111odu1um link . The wi ll be directed to the Scnrch page ( I . 7). U er can 
nlso IC\ all the nccon11nocJ1111011 ncJ c1t1sc111e111s b cl1ck111g on the l'n·w 
A<'<'o 111111ntlut llm Ad1•1•r/1st·11w111., or /' u·111 ll<'ct1111111udutu111 l ink The Vi(.•w nll pugc ( I 9) 
will he d1spl11 ed 
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Other than that, users can also edit their profil e by clicking 011 the Fdtf S111d,·111 />r<?file 
link. This will bring them to the Edit Profile page ( I . I 0) 
A fter the user has searched and viewed the adverti sements. they can log out hy cl icking 
on the l .ogout link. 
1.7 SEA nCll 
~Accammaaat.1an Dul:.DFt:amaus ~ Vni·cJersil)' Of'Mafaya 
HIJlrll• I s u.11d 1 At c11rnmnrlo1t11m I V111w Arcommodollt>n I fd1t S IUrJ(nt Pro filo I Loqout 
Noorch 
~o rch I-or 
(I All Html'nl/H<• J'" 
5earch by 
0 Location 
0 llunt Pnt 11 I ~ .111111 {u.q /{)()(), SOOJ 
0 tJum of Room~ 
I uyword 
8ean.h 
0 uorim 
<O :lUUJ All ~1ghts ~esorvod. Contact wobmastor10>accommodat1on um udu .my • 
User 's can have two options to search. They can either search for Apartment/I louse or 
Room but not both at once. Users can then search by location, rent pncc issued for the 
accommodation or number of rooms. 
A fter the user has selected any category, they w ill be required to enter n keyword based 
on the category they have chosen. l~. g .. if the user has chosen I louse/Apartment and 
selected the Location then they must enter the keyword /Ja11g.w1r or / 1 .. I. etc 
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If the user does not enter a keyword then the message bclO\ will nppcar. 
Microsoft lntcrncil lxplorcr (RI 
0 
If the user has entered all details needed and clicks on the Seurl'h button, the search 
result will be displayed on the same page as below, 
~oarch by 
0 Loc1t1on 
0 Rent Pnco Issued (e.g 1000,500) 
0 Num n t Roorn., 
• eyword· 
lionn.h 
so orch Ko\ults 
Addrosf Town 
• Nr1 R l nrrmq Tun 1 0 1rn.tn• .,., 
• 'I· J J V1 t .l An9I Ui rer•nt l 
Pri .. e ~lum o f P.oom 
PMAOO 1 
PM lUUU J 
• :.' 0 !., n11rJiVI l".ourt Pet J 1nq Jl'/I PM I ~00 ) 
(I ;>001 AU n1qh t• Pt ,, rv111l , <:mi l II I .... hlll t ~ ll ttl)I II urr 1111111 Il l• ""'" I ' " r ·1y e 
The search result based on the selected options as well as the keyword entered will 
display the address, town, price and number of rooms for the accommodation. 
8y clicking on any of the result, the user may view the advert isement for that part icular 
accommodation in the Advertisement page ( 1.8). 
If the system docs not find a match for the selected opt ions as well as the keyword 
entered, the message below will be displayed, 
No rocords found 
io JUllJ All l'1<Jlll1 111111 rvml t 01111t 1 w11b11un t 1t(Jlac c n1111 11od111ton urn 1 tlv my • 
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1.8 ADVERT ISEM ENT 
~Accammaaa1:.1anDul:.DFC:amaus 
• 'U11i·CJersit)' Of '.Atala)1a 
Homo I Search Accommod 111on I View Accommodation I l:d1t Studt.1nt Profile I Logout 
Vlow Acc;un1111ull11t lun fur houi.o 
Cont;w:t lnfnrnl;'ttkm ! - · 1 rnc1 ''" I rr 111 t o t lill ;ir:l o wnNI 
Guld.111 S1nqt1 
gu70da11@yahoo.com 
0 1 76S8Sb9b/0 1 ~4S/8SB9 
IWX'OllHHlntltm Nlt/f"f/\ \ 
~lu El l ururo I T 111111 
oOOOO Dam ns r1 
AccomodMlon l oaturoJ 
J P.oom1 
2 floors 
4 Baths 
Othnr lnfnrmnt lon 
,111 I 0111Jol1Cll11\I 
Ro11t f>.ty1m111t 
P.MOOO (notnogot1abl•) 
tncl 
lO 200) All P1ghts Pc.t1or11ud Loni c l wobmUI r!flllCCornrnod lllon um tldu my e l 
All in t(m nation on the accommodation entered hy the advertisement owner w ill be 
displayed in the ad ertrsement so that the user cnn make their chorce. If the user' rshcs 
to contact the nd m ner. the c11n .1 11st s1.:nd en email by c l1ck111g on the ,\'end <111 c-mml to 
rite ml m 11m •r l ink. The hack 1111"- will direct the users to the previous page. 
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1.9 VIEW ALL 
~Accommoaai:Jon ou~FCampus 
.,, ·V 11ic1ersil) ' Of 5'faft1)'a 
Hrintr> I So.in II Arr 1rn111wJ.1t1on I V111w Ac:cnmmc I.Horn I F1J1 t Slwlt•nt l"ro1tlt1 I Logout 
Vlow l\ccomodnt l on 
t:il2lLS.ll. 
• r~o U Loron9 l un.i 0<1mansar11 RM BOO 
• Lot l,li•mdar li.itru l'ot along Jaya RM1 300 
• 2 9 J, vis ta l\nl)I asa 1 orinch1 RM lOOO 
• lln. f, JJ in l•l.Jl j.J h.•h Alam RM900 
• 7-8 5, Seri 1y.1 Court Pt•I Jlonq J<tYct RM 1200 
Bll.DJD 
• No J Jalan T l.iw1 c Dangsar PM450 
• 9 17 J, Pant at 1 hllparl P01nta1 Oalam PM JSO 
. . l 1 F.tJ•ll P11 ~ 1 rmrh1 PM3'>0 
• 2 l :.?-4, liul1t an')l .:is.i J:J..inta1 OulJm llM200 
tO 2003 All P1ghts Pasarvod. Cont c t webma. t l'r@uc ommodat1on um ndu rl'ly • • 
This page displays all the advert isements that arc avai lable and have been submitted. By 
clicking on any of the addresses, users can view the advert isement on that particular 
accommodation on the Advertisement page ( 1.8). 
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1.1 0 EDIT PROFILE 
~Accammaaa~anDul:DFCamaus ~ 'U11h1ersity Of 5'taft1) 'i1 
Hamn I S11.1rt t1 Acr:ornmotl .1t1n11 I V1uw A1 Ltlmmn d.1111111 I Fd1 t Stu.fon t l'ro tilo I Loqout 
f1llt Gtutlun l profllo 
Name : llm•••• Yu rof 
Adtfrnr.r, : Ho.3. J•l•n Hen H 
Sla t e Johor 
Po~ tcotlo . •H•H 
(.hange Password1 
Update Reset 
User 's may change any information they wish to by just changing the information and 
cl icking the Update button. The message below wi ll appear when the button Update is 
cl icked, 
Mlcro1oll lnternt l lxplortr [RI 
W hen the user wishes to change their password, they can JUSt simply cl ick on the 
( 'h<11tJ!.<' pw;,word'I l ink ond the fc>llowing form will nppcnr. 
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Home I So1rch Accommodation I view Accommod1t1on I I d1t Pro11la I Logout 
Chnnrio 8 turlo nt 1•t1<<w on1 
Old Password 
Now P.1~-;wortl 
venfy Now Password 
t111rlntn Nnsnt 
O 2003 All P1ghts Poservod . Coniact webmaster1oiaccommodat1on 1.Jm edu.My • • 
To change a password, the user has to enter their old password and then enter the new 
password. User's then verify their new password by entering it again in the ' Verify New 
Password' field. 
When the user clicks on the Update button, the message below wi ll appear, 
M1cro,oll lnl11nol hplortr rx 
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1. 11 A DVEnTISE 
ii=lAccammaaat.Jan Dut..DJ:Campus 
• ·V u i·(}crsit y Of 'Ji ta lt.1) 'a 
HClfll" I Adv 111 l •l k I t OIJ n I S tudt>n t t'"Qtllll• 
Nuw Attvurt l~d.111ut11 t 
i.:011LJ11 .. '1 101 um1ollun 
I e l11nho1111 Nuinber( I) 
lol"ll"""" Nwotu.r(:I) 
rm 1 I Atltllfl~ 
() Ponm 
l\1.1.u111111u l.lo l hm Ad l.lru.u 
JIU I OJ" 
lfl'fltlt 
Numbnr n l rnnm• 
Numbftf 0 1 bl!lhroomt 
Olhur lUfonunllou 
l'n.• lnueo 
,.) 11 11 ti ) lfl"I h• 
l /1 f/} Q0 ) 
Ut lo"cl fH 1111• (1'1pl11m 11) 
., '""'" hn nf Hffift I that t i , nt';un1'9t f n . ..... v••u ,ut•m1tl • • w I On Jfft '-'I 
I rfh t1 t h ftt rn U u t thl u f I ••t1l11I 
OANCt l 
•t• : IHI I All 111\jh t I tt•nrvml I 11111.11 I l•w. '9 
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User' s must fill in all the information required except 'Telephone..' Number t~r, ' Other 
Information ' and ' Upload picture'. I f any in formation is not tilled in. an error message 
wi ll appear. E.g., if a user docs not enter the pri ce issued, 
Microsoft lnttr ntl h ploror [El 
Error: 
Diani< Ptico flold 
The user must also fill in the 'e-mail ' field, if the user fai ls to do this then the message 
below wil l appear, 
...... 
M ic r o~oll Internet I 111lorcr [El 
u10< ; 
tlrtClllOll fed Pleose rr.d~ tue you ht~e 
• val.d email aO.;ei,s before \'OIJ ~ rlorrn«Jon. 
( OK 
The user does not have to fill in the 'date' field because the system automatically 
generates the date based on the day the adverti sement was submitted. Uploading picture 
of the accommodation is optional. If the user wants to upload a picture, they j ust have to 
click the browse button and find the fil e which contains the picture. 
Users who wish to upload pictures must ensure that the picture size docs not exceed 50 
Kl3 and the fil e name of the picture must be unique so that i t is not similar to other 
picture fil es that already exist. If an error message docs appear, users just ha c to res ize 
the picture or change the fil e name. 
Aller all the information is entered nnd there arc no more changes done. the user can 
cl ick on the S11/n1111 Yo11r Adw!rl 1semc:111 button. Ir the advert isemcnt is successfully 
submitted, the message below will appear, 
IAluo1oll l11torm:t h 11loro1 (E' 
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~ :J~ .:~ JJJ ~ !J JJJ JJJ J~ .:r~ .:.:Jr 
1.12 AOM IN LOG IN 
Accammaaat.Jan ou~FCampus 
'U11h1ersity Oj<Jifafaya 
11ome I Adm111 Log111 
Accormnuclnl 11111 Allml11 l mJh• 
Adm1n Namo 
Password 
login keset 
(0 200'.) All P1yht f'lu ~urvud Cunt.ill w ul.ir11iS l1 110. 1t:Curwnullc1l 1u11ur1111tlu my •& 
The administrator must enter their name and password to enable them to access the 
system. If the user is not an administrator then they cannot access the system. Therefore, 
clicking the Nm t 111 Ac/111111'1 link wi ll redirect them back to the Home page ( 1.0). If the 
administrator enters the incorrect /\dmin name or Password then the message hl.!low will 
appear, 
Accammaaa1:..1an Dul:.DFCampus 
'Vufocrsity Of 'Mafaya 
Hn11111IAlJ111111 1•111111 
A1,c o111m o clnt lu11 Ad min l 011111 
( ti C• ,, t II Wrong Aclm n rJ un /PUSWOllll 
Atlm111 N,111111 
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If the administrator has entered the correct Adm in name and Pass\\'ord nnd cl ick on the 
/,ogin button, then they will be directed to the ADM IN page ( I. I J ) 
1. 13 ADM IN 
~Accammadat.1an Dul:.DFC:ampus 
'9 tLJ11 fr1crsity Of ?dafaya 
t tomo I Oolot u Ad11ert1~umnnt I Oelete •sor I h mgo Adm1n Password I Logout 
welcome •dm1n 
You can: 
• fl t l11t11 A1l11U1 l t~ t•m •rtl 
• 011111111 u ,,,, 
C> 2003 All P1ght~ Poserved Contact webmutor~accorrmod.1t1on um edu rny •e 
The administrator has the privilege to delete advertisements that arc not valid, t.!x pirc.:d or 
on the request of the advert isement owner. l3y cl icking on the Delete Adver11.,·e111e111 link, 
the administrator will be di rected to the Delete Advertisement page ( I. 15). 
The administrator also has the pri vilege to delete users by just c licking on the /)e/eti.: 
llser link. This wi ll open the Delete User page { 1. 16) 
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The administrator can also change their password by clicking on the ( '/tmtgt• Admm 
l 'assword l ink. The form below will be displayed once the administrator clk k, on this 
link. 
~Acccmmcdat.Jcnaut.DFO:rmpus 
'9 V uh;ersit)' Oj:M.afaya 
Home I Oeleto AdvPrt i>nmPnt I Delete User I Chanqe Adm1n Password I Logout 
Chonge Admln Possword 
Old P,v,c; wurd 
New Password 
Vonfy Now Pilssword 
C 2003 All Rights Resorvod. Cont act webmaster@accommodat1on um odu.my • 
Like the form ( 'lta11ge .\'111dellf l'assword. administrators also must enter their old 
password and then enter their new password. The administrator must verify the new 
password by entering it again in the ' Verify New Password ' field. 
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1. 15 DELET E ADVERT ISEM ENT 
~Accammaaat.1an Du~Ft:ampus 
• 'U111"ocrS1.l)' Of 'J,1ali1ya 
Home I Advert1semont I usor I Chango Adm1n Password I Logout 
Oeloto Advortlsom ent 
Houso I llporl mont 
t:laJll.!I Al1drAs.1 f!lkJl Qa1a Q[ aci 
• Guld.w <;1nqh No a I oronq I un.1 PM BOO l /:?3/<003 Delete 
• Mohd Lukm.m Loi l ,Bdnd<ir Baru RM1300 1/27/<003 Delete 
• Mohd z.1~1 2-9-3, V1,IJ Angka~a RMlOOO 1/29/2003 Delete 
• J.:iy.:ich,mdr.1n No 3, J.il.in Tol.:igd llM900 1/29/2003 D,,letp 
• Margaret Ch1ow 2 O 5, DerJaya Court P.Ml200 1/20/2003 Delete 
Hoom 
tiaJilll A.W1W1 ~ t2iUa QC aa 
• Lim Tat No J Jal an T elaw1 2 RM450 1/23/2003 Delete 
• Am1nah 9 12 J, P<mtll I hllparl· PMJSO 1/27/2003 011lotn 
• Lee we1 1 tono 2 J 1, r J<lr Pm PMJSO 1/20/2003 D1lote 
• Oadrul 2 12 4, Oul 1t nql'a~ PM200 1/20/2003 011111 
• Ch11,1h I 1t ;>-I') I, V1~ l 1 Angkt'l\d PM?OO l /2'>/;>003 D111f1t1 r 
- - - - - - - -- - ------- -
All the advertisements arc displayed in this page along with the date the advertisement 
was submitted. To delete un advert isement, the administrntor clicks on the /)e/ete link 
beside each advertisement. This process CJtnnot he undone and the dutn lost cannot he 
recovered. 
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I . I 6 DELETE USER 
Accammadat.ian Dul:.DFCamaus 
V m:c;ersity Oj?ttafa)'l1 
ltumu I Advur ltl>umunt I Ul>Ur I ChdngtJ Adm1n Pdl>Sword I Logout 
Doloto Usor 
8tudont Card Numbor 
• ACA990 12J 
• OCA019029 
IC Numbor 
00 1223115676 
001027179067 
Delete 
Delete 
- - - -- ----
() WUJ All R1ghts Reserved. contact wobmutorit11accommodat1on um odu.my .. 
The student Card Number and IC Number is displayed in this page. To delete a user, the 
administrator clicks on the /)e/ete link beside each user. This process cannot be undone 
and the data lost cannot be recovered. 
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SOURCE CODES 
Login 
,.... !--tl includc filc- "dbconncctions.asr " __ ,.., 
<% 
stuCard Rcqucst.Form("stuCard") 
stulC Rcqucst.Form("stulC") 
password Request.Form("password") 
if stuCard <:.... '"'AND stulC <> '"' AND password o ""then 
Set conn - Server.CrcateObjcct("ADODB.Connection") 
conn.Opcn(db string) 
Set rs = conn.cxecute("selcct • from student where student_ card ='"&stuCard&"' AND 
student ic "'&stulC&"' AND password ="'&password&""') 
if not rs.eofthen 
else 
end if 
end if 
%> 
<body · 
session("stuCard") stuCard 
Response. Redirect("enter.asp") 
ralat "ya" 
<table width "590" border "O" al ign "center" ccllpadding "O" ccllspacing "O" ,,. 
,... tr> 
<td >,... img src "images/banner.gi t" width- "590" height " I 04 ">,..../td .. 
</tr,.., 
,... tr 
<td><table width="590" border"O" ccllspacing "O" ccllpadding- "O"> 
<tr> 
... td width "20"><img src "images/top lcft .gir' width "20" height "3 1" '>< /td " 
<td background "imagcs/top.gif'',...&nbsp;</td_,. 
<td width- "20"><img src "i mages/top right .gif" width "20'' height "3 1" ~ /td • 
</tr> 
..... tr-:. 
<td background "imagcs/lcft.gir'>&nbsp:· /td ~ 
• td vu lign "top" bgcolor "//Ff.FOF7"> 
<p align "center"><a href "index.asp">l lomc</a >I <a hrcf " login. asp''>Loginc;../a~ 
I< u href "registcr.nsp"..>Rcgistcr<'/a , .. /p · 
• tnhlc width "590" border "O" cellspncing "()" 
ccll padding "O" • 
· tr • 
· td width "235" · dr ulrgn "right" ·Accommodutron Finder 
1.ogin· /di v •· /td · 
· td width "352" ·&nhsp:· /td • 
· td width "3" ·&nhsp:· /td · 
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,,../tr,,.. 
<tr ..... 
<td colspan="2"><form name=" form I" method "post" action "login.asp"' 
..... table width "500" border="O" align "center" ccllpadding="5" 
ccllspacing "5" ,,... 
<%if ralat "ya" then%' 
· ..... tr · 
<td colspan "J"><div align="ccnter" class "redfont">Access 
Denied! Wrong Password!</div'- /td'-
</t r> 
<%end i fll/o> 
<tr> 
<"'td width "123" ...... Student Card</td> 
<td colspan "2"::.- : 
<input name- "stuCard" type="text" class- "formsearch" id="stuCard" 
SIZC "20"></td> 
</tr,,, 
.... tr> 
<td>Student IC</td> 
<td colspan "2"->: 
<input name "stu lC" type-="text" class "formscarch" id "stu lC" 
Size "20".,.....</td> 
</tr> 
.... tr 
<td>Password<" /td> 
<td colspan "2",...: 
<input name "password" type "password" class "formscarch'' 
id "password" sizc- "20".,.....<"'/td> 
<'"/tr.;. 
<tr> 
<td>&nbsp; </td> 
,... td colspan "2",......-input name "Submit" type "button" class "button" 
value "Login" onclick "update(this.form)" · 
<input name "Subm it2" type "reset" class "button" 
value "Rcset"'-</td> 
</tr> 
<tr 
, td,....,,..u hrcf "indcx.asp"-..Not a UM studcnt?</n .- ltd · 
<td width " I 09"><div align- "ccntcr">..- o hrcf "register.asp""> New 
Uscr'l..- /a "</di v · ltd .... 
... td width " 11 8" ·· div align "ri ght" • n hrcf "udminlogin.asp" ·Adm in 
Login· /11 •• Ith · /tel • 
• /tr · 
/tnhlc • 
· / form ... /td 
· td ·&nhsp:· /td 
· /tr · 
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tr 
....... ltablc., 
ltd 
td background "rmagcs/n ght gif" &nbsp, tld 
/tr 
tr 
td rmg src "images/down le ft gir' \vidth "~(}" hcr r ht "-l 1" td 
td background "11nages/down grf'' &nbsp, Id 
td 11ng src "images down rrght. grf" \\ldth "10'' hdght "-l 1 " ~....._ td 
table /td> 
• tab le 
"/body 
/html 
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Register 
<!--#include file "dbconnection.asp" --> 
if Request("emailadd") .......... "" then 
Set conn - Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Conncction") 
conn.Open(db string) 
Set rs = conn.executc("select • from student where student_ card 
='"&Request("stuCard&")&"' AND studcnt_ic "'&Rcquest("stulC")&'"") 
if rs.EO f-' then 
conn.exccutc("insert into student 
( emai I_ add ress,st udent card,student _ic,name,address,city ,state, postcode, password) 
values 
('"&Request("emailadd")&"',"'&Requcst("stuCard")&'","'&Request("stuIC")&'","'&Req 
ucst("name")&"','"&Request("addrcss")&"',"'&Request("city")&'","'&Request("state")& 
"',"'&Request("postcode")&"','"&Request("password")&'")") 
end if 
%> 
session("ncwrcgistcr") "yes" 
Response. Redi rcct("login.asp") 
end if 
<body .... 
<table width "590" border "()" nlign "center" cellpadding "O" cellspacing "O"> 
<tr> 
<td><img src "imageslbanner.gi r ' width="590" height "104">//td ... 
</tr .. 
<tr .... 
<td ... <table width "590" horder"O" ccllspacing "O" ccllpadding "O" -.,. 
<tr> 
<td width "20"><img src "images/top lcfl .gir' width "20" height "3 I " ··ltd ,, 
<td background "images/top.gir'>&nbsp;</td> 
<td width "20" ,...- img src "images/ top right.gir' width "20" height "J I ">...-ltd'> 
</tr> 
..... tr> 
<td background "imugcs/lcfl.gi(">&nbsp:</td> 
<td va lign "top" bgcolor "/ff Ff-'BF7"~ 
.... p align "center" ><.. a href "indcx.asp">l lome</a " I• a hrcf "login.asp" .. Login<-/n ~I 
<a href "rcgister.asp">Rcgistcr<fa,,.</p> 
• table width "590" border "O" ccllspacing "()" ccllpadding "O" .. 
· tr · 
· td width "235" · div align "right " ·New lJscr Registrution• /di >• /td • 
• td width " ~ 2" "&nbsp:· /td .. 
• td width "3" &nhsp.· /td · 
• It r • 
· tr • 
· td colspnn "2" · form numc ''form I" method "post" 11ctio11 " rcgi ~ tcr . nsp" • 
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,....table width="350" border="O" al ign "center" cellpndding ''5" 
cellspacing="5"> 
<tr> 
,...td>Studcnt Card</td ..... 
<td>: 
<input name "stuCard" type -"text" class "formsenrch" id "stuCnrd'' 
size "20".,....</td ...... 
<'/tr ...... 
,....tr> 
<td>Studcnt IC</td> 
<td>: 
<input name "stulC" type="tcxt" class- "fonnsearch" id="stulC" 
size "20" ..></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td>Name</td> 
<td ...... : 
<input name "name" type="text" class- "fonnsearch" id="name" 
size- "20"></td ...... 
,,../tr> 
,.... tr> 
<td>Address</td> 
<td>: 
<"' input name "address" type "text" class "formscarch" id "address" 
size "2Q" ..... </td ..... 
</tr> 
· tr · 
<td>City</td> 
<td ..... : 
<input name "city" type="text" class "formsearch" id- "city" 
size "20"></td ...... 
</tr> 
.,..tr> 
<td>State</td> 
<td>: 
<input name "state" type "text" class "formsearch" id "state" 
SIZC "20"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr...,, 
·"td>Postcodc ltd > 
' td ·: 
,,..input nnmc "postcode" type "text" class "formsearch" id "postcode" 
Size "2()" · /td • 
• /tr • 
· tr • 
· t<l width "146" · l ~muil /\ddress· /td 
' td width "25 'II •: 
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<input name--"emailadd" type="text" class "formscnrch" id "cmailndd" 
size="2Q",,.,,./td,,. 
</tr,, 
,,tr> 
<td>Password</td> 
<td/ : 
<'input name "password" type "password" class "fonnscarch" 
id- "password" size "2Q",,.</td,,. 
</tr,, 
<tr ... ~ 
<td>Verify password</td> 
<td/ : 
.... input name "password2" type="password" class="formsearch" 
id="password2'' size "20",,.</td> 
</tr,, 
<tr> 
<td>&nbsp;</td> 
<td><input name "Submit" type "submit" class- "button" 
value="Register" oncl ick- "return verifycomb()"> 
<input name "Submit2" typc- "reset" class "button" 
value "Reset"></td> 
</tr> 
</table ..... 
<'/form "'"ltd , 
<td,,.&nbsp;</td> 
~/tr> 
</table> 
<ltd> 
<td background "i magcs/right. gi r · / &nbsp; <ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><img src "images/down left.gir' width "20" height "4 1" > ... /td > 
<td buckground "imugcs/down.gir'>&nbsp; .... /td> 
<td><img src "images/down right.gir' width "20" height "4 I ""'><'/td .. 
</tr> 
</table>< /td..> 
</tr> 
.... /table · 
</body~ 
- /html • 
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Advertise 
<!--#include fi le "dbconncctions.asp" --> 
<% 
uploads_folder "db\pictures" 
if Request(" upload") "yes" then 
if rcqucst.totalbytes ,,... 53000 then 
msg "<p align- center .... Error:Picture size" & request.totalbytes &"b exceed 
maximum 50Kb,..../p_.," 
else 
bda ta request. bi nary read( request.total bytes) 
data "" 
for i I to lenb(bdata) 
data data & chr(ascb(midb(bdata, i, I ))) 
next 
delimiter - vbnewline & mid( data, I , instr( data, vbnewline) + I) 
corcquest rcplace(delimiter, vbnewli ne, "--", 2) 
bo2ndline instr(data , vbnewline) 1 2 
eon_ lthlinc instrrev(data, corequest) - I 
lodata con I thlinc - bo2ndlinc 
data mid(data, bo2ndline, lodata) 
data split(data, delimiter) 
for i 0 to ubound(data) 
data( i) split(data( i), vhncwlinc & vbnewlinc) 
dataitemisfil e false 
fnametoken instr(data(i)(O), "filename ") 
if (( fnamctoken <"> 0) and (len(trim(data( i)( I ))) < .... 0)) then 
eofnarnc instr(fnamctokcn, data(i)(O), vbncwlinc) - I 
bofname instrrcv(data( i)(O), "\", eofname) .+ I 
lofnamc cofnamc - bofname 
fname - mid(data(i)(O), bofname, lofname) 
JCn1s LCase(Mid(fnamc, lnStrRcv( fname, ".", - 1, I ) 1 I )) 
if jcnis "gir' OR jcnis "jpg" OR jenis "jpcg" OR jcnis "bmp" then 
Dim con 
Dim rs 
Set con Scrver.CrcateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
con.Opcn(dh string) 
set rs con.cxecute("select • from imagcdir where imagcdir '"&fnamc&""') 
if rs.EOF then 
path server.muppath(uploads folder & "\" & fnumc) 
set fso server.createobject("script ing. fi lcsystemobJect") 
set fil e fso.CreuteTcxtFilc(path. true) 
fi le write dntn(i)( I ) 
fil e.close 
set fil e noth111g 
set l'so 11oth111g 
lulu " e" 
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con.execute("insert into advertise 
(name,phone 1,phonc2,cmai l,type,addrcss,postcode,town,othcrinfo.pr icc.status.\'dntc) 
values 
('"&data(O)( I )&"',"'&data( I)( I )&"',"'&data(2)( I )&"'."'&dnta(J)( I )&."'."1&dntn(.t)( I)&'": 
"&data(5)( I )&'",'"&data(6)( I )&"','"&data(7)( I )&'","'&dntn( 11 )( I )&'"."&data( 12)( I)&".' 
"&data( I 3 )( I )&'","'&data( 14)( I)&'")") 
set rs2 con.cxccutc("sclcct • from advert ise where addrcss""'"&data(5)( l )&""') 
con.execute("insert into imagcdi r (advcrtisclD.imagcdir) values 
('"&rs2("advert isel0 '')&"','"&fname&'")") 
if data( 4 )( I) - "house" then 
con.exccute("inscrt into house (advert iselD,numroom,numnoor,numbath) values 
("&rs2("advcrt iselD")&","'&data(8)( I)&"' ,"'&data(9)( I )&"',"'&data( I 0)( I)&"')") 
end if 
msg "ok" 
else 
msg - "<p align- center>Error!Similar pictu re name in database.Please change 
it.</p>" 
end if 
else 
end if 
data(i)( I) fname 
dataitemisfil e true 
end if 
boname instr(data(i)(O), """") ~ I 
lonamc instr(bonamc, data(i)(O), "" '"' ) - boname 
data(i)(O) mid(data( i)(O), bonamc, lonamc) 
next 
if lalu < "ye" then 
Set con - Server.CreateObjcct("ADODB.Connection") 
con.Opcn(db string) 
con.exccute("inscrt into advertise 
(name, phone 1,phonc2,cma i I ,typc,addrcss, postcode, town.ot hcri n fo.pricc,stat us, vdate) 
values 
("'&data(O)( I )&'","'&data( I)( I )&'",'"&data(2)( I )&"',"'&duta(J)( I )&'","'&data(4){ I)&"',' 
"&data(5)( I )&"','"&dutu(6)( I )&"'."'&data(7)( I )&'","'&dutn( 11 )( I )&"'."&dutn( 12)( I)&",' 
''&dutu( 13 )( I)&'",'" &dntn( 14 )( I)&"')") 
set rs2 con.cxecutc( "sd cct • from advertise where nddrcss "'&duta(5){ I)&""') 
if dutn( 4 )( I) "house" then 
con.execute( " insert into house ( udvertrsel I) .1111111 room.nurn fl oor.1111111hath ) ul 11cs 
("&rs2("nd ertiselD")&","'&d11ta(8)( I )&'","'&<.lutu(9)( I )&'","'&data( I 0)( I)&"')") 
cnd rf 
msg "ok " 
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end if 
end if 
end if 
%> 
<body> 
<table width "590" border "O" align "center" cellpadding "O" ccllspacing '10'1> 
<tr> 
<td><img src "imagcs/banner.gir' wid th- "590" height "104""</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><tablc width "590" bordcr "O" cellspacing "O" cellpadding="O"> 
<tr> 
<td width "20"><img src "images/top_lcft .gir' width "20" height="J 1 "></td> 
<td background- " images/top. gi r '>& nbsp; <ltd> 
<td width="20"><img src="images/top right.gir' width- "20" height="3 I "></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td background "images/left.gir'>&nbsp;</td> 
<td val ign "top" bgcolor"ll f-f-FBf-7"> 
<p align "center"><a hrcf "index.asp">l lome</a-> I <a 
hrcf "advcrtisc.asp">Advert isc</a> 
I <a hrcr "login.asp">Studcnt Login</a..;> I <a hrcf "register.asp" >Student 
Register ... /a ·</p,.,. 
.... table width "590" border "O" ccllspacing "O" ccllpadding "Q",... 
<tr..,. 
<td width "189" ...><"div align "right" New Advertiscrnent</div ,. ltd • 
<td width "398">&nbsp;</td> 
<td width "3">&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr ... 
<td colspan "2" ,. form action "advcrtisc.asp?upload yes" method "post" 
cnctypc "multi part/form-data" name "form I" onsubmit "return va lidate( this)" > 
<table width "500" border "O" align "center" cell padding "5" 
ccllspacing "5"> 
· tr "" 
<td colspan "2"><div align "center" 
class "redfont" >- % rnsg% •</div ltd · 
<.../tr 
• tr 
· Id colspun "2" .... strong "" u Contuct lnformntion· /u ·· /strong •• Jtd • 
.. /tr> 
· Ir • 
· td width " 147" · Nnmc· /td • 
· Id width "259" ~: 
· rnput nnmc "nnmc" type "text" clnss "formscarch" id "name" 
SIZC "2()" •• /td • 
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</tr> 
<tr> 
<td>Telephonc Number( I )<ltd> 
,....td>: 
<input name "phone I" type "text" clnss "formscarch" id ''phone I" 
size- "20"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td>Telephone Number(2)</td> 
<td>: 
<input name- "phone2" type- "text" class="fonnsearch" id="phone2" 
SIZC "20"></td> 
,.../tr> 
<tr> 
<td>Emai I Address</td> 
<td>: 
<input name "emai l" type="text" class- "fonnsearch" id="email" 
size "20"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><input name "jenis" type "radio" onclick "handleClick('show it')" 
value- "house" checked> 
Apartment/I louse </td 
<t<l><input name "jcnis" type "radio" onclick "handlcClick('hidc it')" 
value "room''> 
Room</td> 
,.../tr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan "2"..><strong><u>Accommodation 
lnformation</u></strong></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
· td> Address· /td > 
<td>: 
<input name "address" type "text" clnss "formscarch" id "address" 
SIZC "20"></td__, 
</tr> 
· tr 
<td>Postco<lc</t<l.> 
. td ·: 
· input nnmc "rx>stcodc" type "text" cluss "formscurch" id "rx>stcodc" 
SIZC "2()" ,.. /td · 
· /tr ' 
· t r ~ 
· t<l •Town· /t<l 
· Id ·: 
· select 1111mc "city" clnss "formscnrch" id "city" · 
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<option va lue="Bangsar">Bangsar</option' 
<option value="Damansara">Damansara</option' 
,....option value="Pantai Dalam">Pantai Dalam....../option 
,....option va lue "Kerinchi">Kcrinchi</option' 
,....option value "Shah Alam">Shah Alam....../option' 
</selcct ...... </td.....-
"'/tr ...... 
<tr id- "boxthing",.,. 
<td colspan "2" ..... <p><strong><u>Accommodntion feat ures (For 
Apartment/I lousc)</u ..... </strong></p> 
<table width="420" border="O" cellpadding="5"> 
<tr> 
...... td width "147">Number ofrooms</td> 
<td width "247",.,. : 
<input name- "numroom" type="text" class="formsearch" 
id="numroom2" size "20"></td> 
</tr ...... 
,....tr> 
<td>Number of floors</td> 
....... td-< 
<input name "numfl oor" typc="tcxt" class "formsearch" 
id "num noor" size "20"></td> 
</tr ' 
• tr 
<td>Numbcr of bathrooms</td> 
<td->: 
<input name "numbath" type "text" class "formscurch" 
id="numbath" size "20" ..... </td,.,. 
</tr_,. 
</tablc></td> 
</tr-> 
<tr> 
._ td>· strong > u~Other lnformation .... /u>· /strong >< ltd _,. 
<td>&nbsp; <ltd> 
/tr ,,. 
· tr 
<td colspan "2"> 
• tcxturca name "otherinfo" rows "5" class "forrnscarch" id "othcrinfo" 
cols "20"></tcxtarca-></td> 
II I 
•/tr > 
· tr • 
• td •· strong ·· u >f{ent Payment· /u ·· /strong ·· /td · 
td .. &nhsp:· /td · 
· /tr 
.~ tr . 
· tel ·Price Issued· /td 
. td ·: 
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<"input name="pricc" type="text" class- "formscarch" id '1pricc" 
size="20"></td> 
</tr,,,., 
,....tr ..... 
,.... td .,....,.... input type "radio" name "status" value "negntinblc11 
Negotiable</td> 
,....td .......... input type "radio" name "status" value "notncgotiablc"> 
Not Ncgotiablc</td .-
</tr> 
<tr..> 
<td>Datc</td> 
<td -: 
<"input namc- "vdatc" type- ''tcxt" class "formsearch" id="vdate" 
value- "<°/o=Datc()%>" size "20".,....</td...-
</tr> 
...-tr> 
<td>Upload picture(Optional )</td> 
<td ..... : 
<input name- "fil e" type "fil e" class="formsearch" size="20"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr, 
"'td colspan- "2"> <input name "Submit" typc- "submit" class- "button" 
value "SUBM IT YOUR ADVERTISEMENT" ..... 
< input name "Submit2" type "button" class "button" 
value "CANCEL" onclick="javascript:history.back()" ..... 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
</table> 
</form _, ... ltd ..... 
<td>&nbsp; <ltd> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<"/td> 
<td background "imagcs/right.gif">&nbsp;</td _,. 
.. / tr ..... 
, tr, 
<td><img src "images/down lcft .gir' width "20" height "4 1" <ltd'> 
" td background "i magcs/down. gi I" >&nbsp;.,,. ltd> 
<td><img src "images/down right.git'' width "20" height "4 1" •<"/td> 
<"/tr • 
• /table .. /td · 
</tr,,, 
/table · 
·/body · 
/ht 111 I 
· !--llmcludc lilc "footer.asp" --
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